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transition from atom-lithography to magnetization dynamics;
Alexey Kimel for his in depth knowledge of magnetization dynamics and the patience he exhibited in explaining to me the basics I needed to know about magnetization dynamics, for teaching me the bits and pieces and the tiny details about
pump-probe experiments, and for guiding me through the process of scientiﬁc article
writing. I cannot forget the very important explanations on preparing a good presentation which is still a challenging task for me today ;
Albert van Etteger for his expertise and experience in optics. Always there to help
me out with the laser systems;
Tonnie Toonen for his deep knowledge of mechanics. Always ready and willing to
lend me a hand ;
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in the lab;
Jan Hermsen for always being there to help me on problems with the vacuum system;
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Marilou de Wit for her immense help with all the documentation and paper work,
and for always making sure it was and is always “gezellig” at the department and
during the group gatherings ;
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time I stood in front of them with questions;
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the interesting afternoons in the dark lab;
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that showed her extreme patience and tolerance when I came up with some apparently “now silly” questions.
I also want to extend my gratitudes to :
Duncan, Weizhe, Dima, Loic, Chris, Jelena, Daniel, Kadir, Addis, Johan
M, Benny, Jing, Davide, Raja M, Sam, Alex, Johan de J, Michiel, Minko,
Jan K, Jan V. Raja G, Matteo, Mathieu, Diana, Tomas, Bas, Lucian,
Roman, Jeroen, Dennis, Ilie, Tahoora, Siebe, Lars, Ilya, Boldiszar, Seygey
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Introduction

Solid state electronics has progressed enormously over the last ﬁfty years. This
progress can be characterized by two words, “smaller” and “faster”. This is particularly obvious in information processing, recording and storage technology. For
example, in the data storage industry, sensitive techniques for reading and writing
magnetic domains have been developed, resulting in an increase in data storage capacities over the years, Fig. 1.1, yet there is an ever increasing demand by computing
applications for larger data storage capacity, faster access, and higher data transfer
rates.
To overcome the storage capacity demand, there has been a steady increase in areal
data densities over the past three decades as shown in Fig. 1.1. The trend is similar to
Moore’s law which describes the doubling of transistors on integrated circuits every
two years [1]. This extraordinary increase in bit areal densities has been primarily
achieved by the continuous reduction of bit dimensions, which in turn has led to
diﬃculties in writing and reading out information. Therefore, for the continuous
development of technologically relevant applications in magnetic data storage and
other electronic devices, fast, reliable and stable switching of the magnetization in
these small bits is of utmost importance. This is for example the case in the Hard Disk
Drive (HDD), which is one of the basic ways of conventional magnetic information
storage today. In these drives, data is stored in the recording material as small
magnetic domains with opposite orientation of their magnetization vectors represented
as a series of ones and zeros [3, 4]. This type of data storage is known for more than
50 years and is based on the principle that a magnet produces a magnetic ﬁeld at its
1
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Figure 1.1: Adapted from [2]. Areal density growth (given in gigabits per square
inch Gb/in2 ) curve and projection. Patterned media are projected to improve on
the capacity of storage media in about 2011.

poles, which can be used to read out the recorded information. In the modern day
HDD, this reading is accomplished via the Giant Magnetoresistance (GMR) eﬀect
[5, 6] discovered by Peter Grünberg and Albert Fert while the writing is still done via
an inductive write head shown in Fig. 1.2. This GMR eﬀect manifests itself as a large
change in electrical resistance depending on whether the magnetization of adjacent
ferromagnetic layers sandwiching a non-magnetic metal layer (spacer) are aligned
in a parallel or anti-parallel arrangement. The resistance is “high” for antiparallel
alignment at low ﬁelds and “low” for parallel alignment at magnetization saturation.
The discovery and implementation of the GMR in readout-heads has improved the
capacity and performance of the HDD because of enhanced sensitivity in reading.
Despite these improvements, the recording and storage industry faces a number of
diﬃculties. The main challenges can be summarized as:
1. Increasing the areal density of magnetic data storage and the thermal stability
of the magnetic bit.
2. Increasing the write/read speed of reading and recording heads.
The ﬁrst challenge is directly linked to the ﬁrst characteristic word “smaller” since
the smaller the bit size, the stronger the eﬀect of thermal ﬂuctuations become while the
second, i.e. increasing the read/write speed, is related to the speed of magnetization
switching and addresses the characteristic word “faster”.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of an inductive write head and a GMR read head of a
modern hard disk drive.

1
1
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1 0
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Magnetization
transition
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Figure 1.3: A recording medium showing magnetic grains that can switch independently forming bits of opposite magnetization. Each bit consists of about 100
grains and is separated from another bit by a boundary called a magnetization
transition.
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1.1

The quest for “smaller” and “faster”

In magnetic recording media, the increase in the storage density has been achieved
by decreasing the recording medium grain sizes. Present day grains as small as 7-8
nm are used to store data at high signal-to-noise ratio. To ensure that information
is reliably stored and retrieved, each bit (small magnetic domains separated by a
boundary called “magnetization transition”) must occupy about one hundred grains,
since the grains are of random sizes and shapes, see Fig. 1.3. Although the reduction in grain size has ultimately improved storage density, which presently is about
500 Gb per square inch and beyond, this trend will eventually be limited by thermal
instability- the superparamagnetic limit- of the grains. This instability occurs because
the thermal energy kB T (kB being the Boltzmann’s constant and T the temperature)
overcomes the magnetic energy Ku V -the product of the anisotropy constant Ku and
the grain volume V- which helps to keep the magnetization in a ﬁxed direction [7].
This leads to a spontaneous “ﬂipping” of the magnetization of a bit resulting in the
loss of information or erasure. A number of diﬀerent techniques such as perpendicular magnetic recording, thermally assisted magnetic recording, exchange biased and
patterned magnetic media have been proposed as ways to circumvent the superparamagnetic limit and extend the life of magnetic recording [8–11]. Despite the success
of some of these techniques in addressing the stability problem, and increasing areal
densities to almost 1 Terabit/sq inch, the demand for higher density data storage still
remains. Therefore, new techniques for further down-scaling of device dimensions in
order to increase data storage densities are required.
The conventional and most eﬃcient way of reversing the magnetization and thus
writing the information is the application of short magnetic ﬁeld pulses [3]. The magnetization vector begins precessing around the ﬁeld until it is completely switched,
with switching times typically in the nanosecond range, although switching times in
the hundreds of picosecond range have also been demonstrated [12–16]. The switching speed is determined by the precession frequency, which is proportional to the
magnetic ﬁeld amplitude. An increase in the magnetic ﬁeld pulse amplitude may
substantially reduce the switching time, allowing one to realize even faster magnetic
recording. However, this increase in the switching ﬁeld pulse amplitude presents different challenges. For example, large magnetic ﬁelds will then be required during
the information writing process with physical limits imposed by available (inductive)
technology of the write head in practical devices. Moreover, it was shown that the
switching speed cannot be increased indeﬁnitely by continuously increasing the switching ﬁeld amplitude. Deterministic precessional switching of the magnetization does
not occur below 2 picoseconds [3]. Beyond this time limit, where ﬁelds beyond 1 Tesla
(a practical limit of available applied ﬁelds) are already required, the magnetization
became fractured by the large amplitude ﬁeld pulse, rendering the switching process
random. One therefore realizes that alternative ways of switching the magnetization
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are required. To determine the limits of switching times, we have to understand the
fundamental physical mechanisms responsible for magnetization dynamics as well.
To address the challenges already mentioned, laser light appears to oﬀer viable
alternatives to existing solutions, both for “smaller” as well as the “faster”. To start
with the ﬁrst, indeed laser light interference patterns have been used to manipulate
atoms of non-magnetic materials, resulting in nano-patterned surfaces without using
traditional “masks” or modern (e-beam) lithography techniques. The challenge is
therefore to apply such a patterning technique on magnetic materials to obtain patterned magnetic media that can be suitable for magnetic recording. Such a technique
would oﬀer an advantage of being a one-step massive parallel patterning process as
opposed to multi-stage serial patterning techniques such as electron beam lithography.
On the other hand, with the development of ultrafast femtosecond lasers, magnetism at ultrafast time scales (deﬁned as timescales shorter than 100 ps [4]) has been
a topic of increasing interest. A good understanding of magnetism at these short
timescales will properly address the question “how fast can the magnetization in a
material be switched or reversed?” Indeed experiments with ultrashort (femtosecond)
laser pulses revealed a sub-picosecond loss of magnetization in Nickel [17]. Subsequent
results during the last decade have demonstrated that sub-picosecond light pulses can
rapidly change the direction of the magnetization in a medium [18, 19]. This reorientation of the magnetization implies that in those cases, the laser pulses act on a
magnetic medium as instantaneous eﬀective magnetic ﬁeld pulses [20] or modify the
magnetic anisotropy, thereby altering the equilibrium magnetization direction. It is
therefore evident that further investigations in ultrafast magnetization dynamics are
of interest to fully understand the fundamental mechanisms involved in determining
how fast the magnetization can be switched. This will in turn determine how fast
magnetic bits can be written.

1.2

Scope of this thesis

This thesis consists of two parts. The ﬁrst part describes experiments on patterning
a surface via atom-optical nanofabrication. We use this method to deposit a one
dimensional periodic nanoarray of lines of a magnetic alloy onto a silicon substrate. In
the second part, we use time resolved pump probe techniques to investigate the laserinduced ultrafast magnetization dynamics in a garnet thin ﬁlm, and in a cobalt/garnet
bilayer structure.
For the atom-optical nanofabrication experiments, emphasis is laid on the patterning process and on the magnetic characterization of the patterned sample. We show
that arrays of nanolines can be grown by directing an atomic beam of a magnetic alloy
through a laser standing wave onto a silicon substrate. Magnetic force microscopy
and magneto-optical Kerr eﬀect studies reveal a patterned magnetic structure on the
substrate surface.
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The topic of the second part is ultrafast magnetization dynamics, with a focus on
the excitation mechanism and the subsequent magnetization dynamics. It is demonstrated that for a cobalt substituted yttrium iron garnet (YIG:Co) thin ﬁlm, excitation
with linearly polarized ultrashort laser pulses triggers a large angle magnetization precession with the precession amplitude determined by the characteristics of the laser
pulse. It is further shown, that at low temperatures, the magnetization dynamics
observed upon laser excitation is signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from that observed at room
temperature. This is ascribed to a reorientation of the magnetization as temperature
is reduced. Finally we investigate the magnetization dynamics of the bilayer structure, cobalt deposited on YIG:Co (Co/YIG:Co) with the goal of observing a possible
coupling between the dynamics of the two layers. It is found that, upon laser excitation of the bilayer structure from either side, two distinct precession frequency
modes are observed. In addition, a polarization dependent precession amplitude of
cobalt magnetization is observed suggesting an exchange coupling between the magnetization of the ferromagnetic metal and that of the garnet. This could open the
way for non-thermally manipulating the magnetization of a ferromagnetic metal via
the (faster) magnetization dynamics of the garnet underlayer.
The thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2, the principle of laser focused
nanofabrication is presented. The three basic radiative processes for atoms and the
forces acting on an atom in a laser ﬁeld are discussed. Two processes, laser cooling of
atoms and atom focusing by a standing wave (SW) potential, necessary for a successful
atom optical nanodeposition experiment will be distinguished and the relationship
between these processes and the force acting on the atom will be presented.
Chapter 3 presents the results of the simultaneous deposition of chromium and
cobalt atoms through a spatially varying optical SW potential (for Cr) to create a
concentration modulated alloy structure on a silicon substrate. Because the magnetic
properties of Co-Cr alloy strongly depend on the Cr concentration, and by carefully
selecting the concentration in the starting alloy material, this results in a uniform
array of nanolines with periodically varying magnetic properties. This chapter concludes the ﬁrst part of the thesis.
Chapter 4 deals with the physics of the various phenomena involved in the second
part of the thesis. It reviews some concepts of light induced magnetization dynamics.
Firstly, the fundamental theoretical aspects on precession of the magnetization as
described by the Landau-Lifshitz equation are discussed. Second, the magneto-optic
and inverse magneto-optic eﬀects, which characterize the interaction of light with
matter, are introduced. Various eﬀects that can arise as a consequence of the action
of ultrashort laser pulses on a magnetic medium are subsequently discussed. Finally,
the photoinduced magnetic anisotropy eﬀect is presented.
In chapter 5, a description of the samples and the experimental techniques used
for the investigation of magnetization dynamics are presented. It begins with the presentation of the properties of the prototype yttrium iron garnet (YIG). Thereafter,

References
the properties of a cobalt-substituted YIG which is the sample used for experiments
in this part of the thesis are described. In the second part of the chapter, the experimental techniques used in this second part of the thesis are discussed.
Directly following this are two chapters where the results obtained in magnetization dynamics experiments are presented and discussed. Chapter 6 presents the
ultrafast dynamics of the magnetization in a Co-substituted ferrimagnetic yttrium
iron garnet (YIG:Co) thin ﬁlm upon excitation with linearly polarized 100 fs laser
pulses. It is shown that such an excitation triggers large angle magnetization precession with the amplitude of precession determined by the characteristics of the laser
pulse. The precession results from a light induced anisotropy ﬁeld, the direction of
which is determined by the polarization of the light. We further show that a temperature induced magnetic phase transition results in a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the
observed ultrafast magnetization dynamics above and below 140 K, which is a phase
transition temperature of the garnet.
Chapter 7 presents the results obtained when a bilayer structure cobalt/cobaltsubstituted yttrium iron garnet (Co/YIG:Co) is excited by femtosecond laser pulses.
It is observed that a magnetization precession in the cobalt overlayer can be triggered
by optical excitation of the iron garnet underlayer. The observed dynamics of the
magnetization is strongly dependent on whether the bilayer structure is excited from
the top (Co) side or from the garnet side.
The thesis is concluded with a summary and outlook of the presented work.
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CHAPTER

2

Optical nanofabrication

In this chapter, the principle of laser focused nanofabrication is presented. The three
basic radiative processes for atoms and the forces acting on an atom in a laser ﬁeld
are discussed. Two processes, laser cooling of atoms and atom focusing by a standing
wave (SW) potential, which are necessary for a successful atom optical nanodeposition
experiment will be distinguished and the relationship between these processes and the
force acting on the atom will be discussed.

2.1

Introduction

The invention of the laser eventually led to initial suggestions and demonstrations
that a laser beam can be used to manipulate atomic motion [1]. Since then, many
experiments using laser beams have been realized where the light is used to deviate,
collimate and even slow down (cooling) and ﬁnally trap a cloud of atoms. Laser
cooling and trapping of a cloud of atoms allowed experimentalists to realize [2] the
theoretically predicted Bose Einstein Condensation (BEC). The cooling technique is
based on the exchange of momentum between an atom and a laser ﬁeld via absorption
and emission of radiation. These experiments opened up a completely new research
area in physics known as atom optics. This area has led to a thorough understanding
of the interactions between a laser ﬁeld and an atom. In particular the focusing of
a thermal neutral atomic beam [3] down to nanometer scale spot sizes is now well
understood.
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Figure 2.1: Basic principles of laser-focused atomic deposition.

The ﬁrst demonstration of focusing of an atomic beam with the dipole force of
the light ﬁeld of a co-propagating laser beam was presented by Bjorkholm et al using
sodium atoms [3, 4]. Counter-propagating laser beams were later used for focusing of
atoms in subsequent experiments [5, 6]. The implementation of a standing wave to realize focusing and deposition of neutral atoms onto a substrate was ﬁrst demonstrated
by Timp and his collaborators [7]. They wrote “We have used an optical standing
wave at 589 nm as an array of cylindrical lenses to focus a perpendicular sodium
beam into a grating on a substrate”. The experimental procedure they used is now
known as atom-optical Lithography and its principle is shown in Fig. 2.1. A thermal
neutral atomic beam is generated from an oven source. Initially the atomic beam has
a transverse velocity spread which causes it to be divergent. To reduce this velocity
spread (i.e., to collimate the beam), transverse laser cooling is used. After exiting
the optical molasses ( deﬁned by two counter-propagating laser beams that form a
viscous medium in which the atoms are transversely cooled) with a greatly reduced
divergence, the atomic beam interacts with a standing wave (SW). The atoms experience a force in the intensity proﬁle of the standing wave potential and are focused

2.2 Light forces on an atom
by the SW nodes or antinodes onto a substrate.
The method was initially demonstrated with sodium which is not stable in air.
The application of SW potentials to focus neutral atoms onto a substrate greatly
expanded after it was further shown [8] that with Cr atoms it is possible to create
nanoscale structures stable in air.
The expansion of the method led to two diﬀerent regimes of atom nanofabrication
using light masks. The ﬁrst is a direct write process, as shown Fig. 2.1 and described
above, where the atoms are deposited onto the substrate directly. It has been used to
produce nanostructures of sodium, aluminum, ytterbium, chromium and iron [9] with
varying geometries of the laser beams resulting in various optical potentials. The most
common geometries include one dimensional structures formed by counter propagating
laser beams to produce nanolines [8, 10–13], four beam interference patterns [14] and
3 beam crossing to create nanodots [15]. Even quasiperiodic strutures were obtained
with a ﬁve beam interference pattern [16]. The second process resembles ordinary
lithography. The incident atomic beam is used to modify a resist layer which is
subsequently removed in an etching process [17]. This method has been implemented
for metastable helium atoms [18] and cesium [13].
To understand the nature of the interaction between atoms and light which leads
to atomic nanoscale structuring, it is necessary to examine the various forces that act
on an atom in a laser ﬁeld. The next section is devoted to this.

2.2

Light forces on an atom

This section deals with the forces felt by an atom when it is placed in a laser ﬁeld. For
a simple two level system subjected to electromagnetic radiation, two forces can be
distinguished: a) the scattering force, which is responsible for decelerating (cooling)
or accelerating (heating) a moving atom and b) the dipole force, which is responsible
for focusing and trapping of atoms. Before discussing them, let us examine the basic
radiative processes related to atoms in a laser ﬁeld.

2.2.1

Radiative processes

The interaction of atoms with light is described by the absorption and emission processes of photons. Three basic radiative processes can be distinguished for a two level
atom subjected to electromagnetic radiation: absorption, spontaneous emission, and
stimulated emission. To describe these processes, consider two energy levels, 1 and
2 of an atom with energies E1 and E2 (E1 < E2 ), respectively. Suppose that level 1
is the ground state level. The atom remains there unless some external stimulus is
applied. If an electromagnetic wave of frequency ω = ωo is incident on the atom, the
atom can be excited to level 2. The energy diﬀerence E2 − E1 required by the atom
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Figure 2.2: Radiative processes for an atom in a laser ﬁeld. a) Absorption, b)
Spontaneous emission, c) Stimulated emission.

to undergo the transition is obtained from the energy of the incident electromagnetic
wave. This is the absorption process, see Fig. 2.2a.
If the atom is initially in level 2, then since E2 > E1 , the atom will decay to
state 1. The corresponding energy diﬀerence E2 − E1 must therefore be released by
the atom. When this energy is released in the form of electromagnetic radiation, the
process is called spontaneous emission, see Fig. 2.2b. The radiated wave has frequency
ωo = (E2 − E1 )/~ where ~ is Planck’s constant divided by 2π. Stimulated emission,
Fig. 2.2c, is the process in which, when perturbed by a photon of the proper energy, an
atom initially in level 2 may lose energy decaying to level 1, resulting in the creation
of another photon. The perturbing photon is not destroyed in the process and the
second photon is created with the same phase, frequency and direction as the original
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one. The properties of the atom and the laser light ﬁeld parameters determine which
of the three processes will be dominant. In all the processes, the atom experiences
a momentum kick in the direction of propagation of the incident photon. The recoil
momentum is:
p = ~k.
(2.1)

2.2.2

The Scattering force

A two level atom placed in an electromagnetic ﬁeld will experience a force which in
general is made up of two components [19] resulting from the three radiative processes
discussed above. The ﬁrst and well known component which results from absorption
and spontaneous emission is called the radiation pressure force. It is non-conservative
and velocity dependent. This term is sometimes also called a spontaneous or scattering
force. The two level atom absorbs a resonant photon from the propagating laser
beam and gains a recoil momentum in the direction of k given by (2.1). Subsequent
spontaneous emission of radiation by the atom allows it to gain a recoil momentum
whose direction is now arbitrary. Because the photons always come from one direction,
the result of many absorption-spontaneous emission cycles is that there will be a
change in the momentum of the atom in the direction of the incoming photon. On
the other hand, the recoil momenta from spontaneous emission average to zero, leading
to an average expression for the scattering force on the atom which is proportional to
the number of scattered photons. The scattering force on an atom aﬀected by such an
absorption-spontaneous emission cycle can easily be derived from the scattering rate
R of photons from atoms. This R can be obtained by considering the rate equations
that describe the changes in populations of the ground state Ng and the excited state
Ne of a two level system, (see Fig. 2.3):
dNg
= γNe + Weg Ne − Wge Ng
(2.2a)
dt
dNg
= γNe + Weg Ne − Wge Ng ,
(2.2b)
dt
where Wge , Weg , and γ are the absorption, spontaneous emission and stimulated
emission rates, respectively. Solving the rate equations for steady state conditions,
one obtains the number of excited state atoms Ne to be :
W/γ
.
(2.3)
1 + 2W/γ
In Eq. ( 2.3), Nt = Ne + Ng , and Weg = Wge = W since spontaneous emission is
the reverse of absorption. The absorption rate W can be expressed as:
Ne = Nt

W =

I
σ(ωl ),
hωl

(2.4)
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Figure 2.3: Two level scheme of an atom

where I is the laser intensity and σ(ωl ) is the absorption cross section and can be
expressed as: [20]
σ(ωl ) =

σ0
.
1 + (2δ/γ)2

(2.5)

σ0 is the cross section at resonance, γ the natural linewidth of the transition and
δ = ωl − ωa is the laser detuning from atomic resonance with ωl and ωa being respectively the frequency of the laser and that of the atomic transition. From Eqs. (2.3),
(2.4) and (2.5), the ratio of the excited state population Ne to the total population
Nt becomes:
Ne /Nt =

1
I/Is
.
2 1 + (2δ/γ)2 + I/Is

(2.6)

The scattering rate R is written as a product of the natural linewidth γ, and the
population ratio of Eq. (2.6). i.e.
R = γNe /Nt = γ

1
I/Is
.
2 1 + (2δ/γ)2 + I/Is

(2.7)

The scattering force Fscatt equals the scattering rate times the momentum transfer
for each photon and is given by
Fscatt =

~ks0 γ/2
,
1 + so + (2δ/γ)2

(2.8)
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where ~k is the momentum of the photon, k = 2π/λ is the wave number of light with
wavelength λ, and γ is the natural linewidth of the atomic transition.
s0 =

I
(πhcγ/3λ3 )

(2.9)

is the so called saturation parameter for the relevant atomic transition and c is the
speed of light. The denominator of Eq. (2.9) is the saturation intensity Is . Note that
for large intensities I, Fscatt saturates to Fscatt = ~kγ/2. This means that increasing
the rate of absorption by increasing the intensity does not increase the force without
limit since that would only increase the rate of stimulated emission, where the transfer
of momentum is opposite in direction compared to that of absorption. The linear
dependence of the saturation force on γ implies that the force is stronger for wider
transitions. This is consistent, since the scattering rate R increases as the transition
becomes wider.
Eq. (2.8) is derived for a stationary atom. An atom with velocity v will see the
frequency of the incoming photons shifted due to the Doppler eﬀect. Thus the detuning δ must be substituted with δ − v.k. The resulting velocity dependent scattering
force becomes:
Fscatt =

~ks0 γ/2
,.
1 + so + (2(δ − v.k)/γ)2

(2.10)

For two counter-propagating laser beams and with an atom moving in the direction
of one of the two beams the scattering force can be written as:
Fscatt =

~kso γ/2
~kso γ/2
−
.
2
1 + so + (2(δ − v.k)/γ)
1 + so + (2(δ − v.k)/γ)2

(2.11)

Expanding Fscatt around v = 0 and neglecting higher orders, equation (2.11) can
be written simply as:
Fscatt =

8~k 2
δso
v.
γ (1 + so + 4δ 2 /γ2 )2

(2.12)

For a detuning δ < 0, equation (2.12) can be expressed in the form
Fscatt ≈ −βv,

(2.13)

where β is comparable to the coeﬃcient of friction. The consequence is that for
negative detuning, atoms are slowed down in a viscous environment [21] (optical
molasses) and cooling of the whole ensemble is realized. If the counter propagating
beams are in all three directions x, y and z, then a cloud of atoms can be slowed down
and eventually trapped. The above description of the slowing down of a cloud of atoms
in 3D is referred to as Doppler cooling and the lowest obtainable temperatures using
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such a scheme is limited only by spontaneous emission, with a minimum achievable
value TD known as the Doppler limit [22].
TD = ~γ/2kB .

(2.14)

For the transition 7 S3 → 7 P4o in 52 Cr, TD = 120 µK.
To achieve even much lower temperatures beyond TD , more eﬃcient and sophisticated cooling schemes have been used. For instance, sisyphus cooling or polarization
gradient cooling [23], Raman cooling and even velocity selective coherent population
trapping (VSCPT) have all been implemented with temperatures in the µK range
and below [24]. Sisyphus cooling involves a linear plus perpendicular to that linear
polarization conﬁguration of counter propagating laser beams. The polarization of
the resulting ﬁeld is spatially modulated with a period of half the wavelength, resulting in a correlated spatial modulation of the light shifts of the two degenerate ground
state Zeeman sublevels m = ±1/2 of an atom. As a consequence, a moving atom
runs up potential hills more frequently than down and therefore loses energy which
is taken away by the laser ﬁeld, reducing the atoms kinetic energy. Raman cooling
uses an appropriate sequence of Raman transitions and optical pumping pulses to
achieve energies below the recoil. For example, in [24], collimation of a sodium beam
to an eﬀective transverse temperature of 100 nK was reported. VSCPT uses destructive quantum interference between diﬀerent absorption amplitudes. This method was
used to transversely cool metastable helium atoms down to 2 µK, below the recoil
temperature of 4 µK.
In atom optical nanofabrication experiments, transverse laser cooling, i. e., one
dimensional cooling perpendicular to the direction in which atoms are moving, is used
to collimate the initially divergent atomic beam.

2.2.3

The Dipole force

The second term of the total force of an atom at rest in a laser ﬁeld is called the
dipole force. It is due to the interaction of the induced dipole moment of the atom
with the electric ﬁeld of light. It is the most important force in a standing wave light
ﬁeld. This force can be physically described by a fully quantum mechanical dressedatom approach [25]. However, to gain insight into its main properties we follow a
semi-classical approximation. In this approximation, the potential arising from the
interaction between the atom and the ﬁeld, known as the light shift potential, can be
written as [1, 19, 23]:
Φdip =
where

~δ
Ω(r)2 /2
ln[1 + 2
],
2
δ + γ 2 /4

(2.15)

2.3 Basic properties of chromium
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p.E
(2.16)
~
is the Rabi frequency. It is a measure of the coupling between the ground and the
excited state of an atom with dipole moment p subjected to electromagnetic radiation
with an electric ﬁeld E. Note here that the electric ﬁeld of the EM-radiation induces
a polarization density (i.e electric dipole moment per unit volume p) given by
Ω(r) =

p = ϵ0 χE,

(2.17)

where χ is the susceptibility of the medium and ϵ0 is the permittivity of free space.
In the limit of large detuning δ, the potential can be simpliﬁed to
Φdip =

~Ω(r)2
,
4δ

(2.18)

which is linear in intensity. Note that the periodic variation in the square of the Rabbi
frequency gives rise to a potential that is periodic with period λ/2.
The dipole force can then be obtained from the potential (2.15) via the expression
Fdip = −∇Φdip and can be written as:
Fdip = −

~δ
∇Ω(r)2
,
4 δ 2 + (γ 2 /4) + (Ω2 /2)

(2.19)

Because of the factor ∇Ω(r)2 in the numerator of equation (2.19), a non-vanishing
dipole force will require the existence of an intensity gradient in the radiation ﬁeld. An
atom in a gaussian intensity proﬁle beam will (depending on the detuning) therefore
feel a force towards the center (intensity maximum) of the beam or away (intensity
minimum) from it. Note that this force, in contrast to the scattering force, does not
saturate and its magnitude for a given detuning δ is limited only by the laser intensity
here hidden in the Rabi frequency.
For atom optical nanodeposition experiments, one requires both transverse laser
cooling and focusing of the atoms via a standing wave optical potential. The former is
associated to the scattering force and the latter to the dipole force. This means that
a delicate balance between these two forces must be ensured to achieve either cooling
or focusing. For very large detuning, δ ≫ γ, and for very high intensities, the dipole
force dominates. On the other hand, for a small detuning δ < γ, the scattering force
dominates and cooling is achieved. In practice, experimental parameters are chosen
such that the necessary detuning conditions are met.

2.3

Basic properties of chromium

Because chromium (Cr) atoms or an alloy of chromium are used for the experiments
described in this part of the thesis, we present the basic properties of chromium
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Figure 2.4: 52 Cr energy levels. The transition used in our experiments is indicated by an arrow.

here. It is located in group 6 of the periodic table with an atomic number of 24
and atomic weight 51.9961(6) amu. The electronic ground state conﬁguration and
the corresponding term symbol are [18 Ar]4s1 , 3d5 and 7 S3 respectively [26, 27]. Cr
exists in four naturally occurring isotopes, namely, 50 Cr (with abundance 4.345%,
and mass 49.946 amu),53 Cr (9.501%, 52.941 amu), 54 Cr (2.365%, 53.939 amu) and
52
Cr (83.789%, 51.941 amu). Fig. 2.4. shows the energy level diagram of the more
abundant 52 Cr isotope. The transition 7 S3 → 7 P4o corresponds to a wavelength of
425.55292 nm. The resonance natural linewidth is Γ/2π ≃ 5 MHz. This is the
transition used in our atom optical nanodeposition experiment. The melting and
boiling points of Cr are 1907 o C [28] and 2671 o C respectively and it possesses a body
centered cubic crystal structure [26].

2.4 Experimental setup and procedures

2.4
2.4.1

Experimental setup and procedures
Optical system

The laser system part of the experimental setup for atom optical nanodeposition
primarily consists of a Titanium Sapphire laser pumped by a diode pumped frequency
doubled N d : Y V O4 laser, see Fig. 2.5. The output power of the N d : Y V O4 is about
10 W at 532 nm. The Ti:Sapphire laser (Mattisse TX) is a ring laser with a linewidth
of about 30 kHz. It is ﬁtted with a long travel piezo which allows for single frequency
scanning over a range of over 50 GHz. Its output power is about 1.3 W at a wavelength
(in air) of 850.872 nm. This wavelength is required to access (via frequency doubling)
the relevant chromium transition in our experiments. The output of the Matisse TX
is split into three beams. The ﬁrst two are low power beams. The ﬁrst is used to
monitor the stability of the laser via a spectrum analyzer, and the second to monitor
its wavelength on a wavemeter similar to that described in [29]. The third beam
with about 90 percent of the output power is directed into an external enhancement
doubling cavity laser similar to the one described in Ref. [30]. It is a ring cavity type
1 phase-matched LBO (Lithium triborate) based resonator. It produces blue light at
a wavelength of 425.434 nm, which is half of that of the fundamental generated by
the Ti:Sapphire laser. The blue light exiting the output coupler of the cavity is split
into two beams. The ﬁrst part is directed into a stabilization chamber of the vacuum
system, see Fig. 2.6. It is used to stabilize the single frequency Ti:Sapphire laser
onto the chromium resonance using the split photo diode technique [30]. In brief, the
technique allows one to use the laser induced ﬂuorescent image of a divergent atomic
beam while scanning the laser frequency, to obtain a dispersion curve that is used to
lock the laser frequency onto the chromium resonance.
The second and more intense part of the blue beam is directed into an atom optics
section where it goes through various optical components as required by the experiment. First it is split into two beams required for focusing and cooling of the atoms.
The splitting is realized using a combination of a λ/2 wave plate and a polarization
beam splitter. This combination allows one to easily control the amount of power that
is required in each beam. The cooling beam is ﬁrst expanded in the vertical direction
using a cylindrical expander. The horizontal 1/e2 full intensity widths of the beam
are about 5 mm in the horizontal and 20 mm in the vertical direction. It is then directed into the main vacuum chamber and retro-reﬂected onto itself after the desired
vertical span is obtained, using knife edges that make an aperture. Because the blue
light frequency is always kept at a frequency which ensures optimum performance of
the molasses, the focusing beam is directed into an acousto-optic (AOM) modulator
which shifts its frequency by about 200 MHz. The AOM is ﬁrmly mounted on a
stage with three translational degrees of freedom and two rotational. These degrees
of freedom allow for easy and precise adjustment of the AOM so that a maximum
diﬀraction eﬃciency is obtained. The ﬁrst order diﬀraction beam after the AOM is
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Figure 2.5: Experimental setup used in atom optical nanodeposition of a cobalt
chromium alloy.

selected by a diaphragm in the beam path. It is collimated and directed into the
vacuum system after focusing. The focal point is located on the reﬂecting mirror, see
Fig. 2.7. The focusing standing wave is generated by reﬂecting the focusing beam
onto itself.

2.4.2

Vacuum system

The vacuum system of the experimental setup is made up of four chambers mounted
vertically on an optical table, see Fig. 2.6. These are the oven chamber, the stabilization chamber, the main chamber and the detection chamber. The oven chamber
hosts a high temperature eﬀusion cell at 2000 K. This cell is the source of the thermal
atomic beam. The atomic beam is ﬁrst collimated using a set of diaphragms before
exiting into the stabilization chamber where it is crossed with a laser stabilization

2.4 Experimental setup and procedures
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Figure 2.6: The vacuum system of the experimental setup used for atom optical
nanodeposition. Distinguished are diﬀerent chambers for oven, stabilization ,
cooling and focusing, and for detection.

beam which allows us to stabilize the laser frequency onto the chromium resonance
via laser induced ﬂuorescence (LIF). Further mechanical collimation of the atomic
beam in the main chamber is realized using a 1.5 × 1.5 mm diaphragm.
The atomic beam propagates further into the main chamber which is the core of
the experimental vacuum system. It holds the in vacuo optical unit which is shown
in Fig. 2.7 in an enlarged view. The unit possesses all three translational degrees of
freedom and two rotational. The substrate holder is a glass oblong cut into a high
quality prism. This in vacuo optical unit is used for the alignment of the laser beams
for cooling and focusing of atoms. The standing wave for focusing is obtained by back
reﬂecting the incoming laser beam oﬀ the reﬂecting mirror. By reﬂecting a linearly
polarized beam oﬀ the reﬂecting mirror and passing the beam through a λ/4 plate,
the lin ⊥ lin sisyphus atom laser cooling scheme is realized.
Before the atomic beam is cut by the substrate slid into its trajectory in the main
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Figure 2.7: Enlarged view of the in vacuo optical unit in the main chamber of
the vacuum system showing substrate and positions of the atom collimation beam
and the laser standing wave. The various degress of freedom, x, y and z are also
shown.

chamber, it is initially allowed to propagate further up into the detection chamber
where it is again crossed with the stabilization laser beam exiting from the opposite
side of the stabilization chamber and directed into the detection chamber. Laser
induced ﬂuorescence (LIF) is used to image the atomic beam onto a CCD camera
mounted on the detection chamber. The imaging allows us to monitor the degree of
laser cooling (collimation) and focusing. After maximization of the two eﬀects, the
divergence of the atomic beam can be measured using the knife-edge technique [31]
and with the substrate slid into the atomic beam trajectory, nanolines with a period
of λ/2 can be grown.
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3

Magnetic cobalt/chromium nano-arrays by atom-optical
lithography 1

Abstract
Here we describe how arrays of magnetic cobalt/chromium (Co-Cr) nanolines are
grown by depositing an atomic beam of Co-Cr alloy through a laser standing wave
(SW) at λ/2 = 212.8 nm onto a substrate. During such a deposition, only the
chromium atoms are resonantly aﬀected by the optical potential created by the SW,
causing a periodic modulation of the chromium concentration and resulting in disconnected magnetic dots. Magnetic force microscopy and magneto-optical Kerr eﬀect
studies reveal a magnetic anisotropy parallel to the lines and a vanishing saturation magnetization perpendicular to the lines. Therefore such an alloy concentration
modulation is a rather unique method for sub-100 nm magnetic array production.

3.1

Introduction

The fabrication and characterization of micro- and nano-structured magnetic dots
and arrays is an area of intense research [1–3] in recent years. Their main attraction
stems not only from their importance as model systems for the study of magnetic
1 Based on: F. Atoneche, D. Malik, A. Kirilyuk, A. J. Toonen, A. F. van Etteger, and Th. Rasing,
Magnetic cobalt/chromium nano-arrays by atom-optical lithography (JPCS, accepted )
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interactions, including coupling and ordering phenomena [3], but also from their potential for the development of future storage devices. Diﬀerent techniques (most of
them involving two-steps or more) have been implored for the fabrication of these
arrays. We brieﬂy present some of these techniques.
The most widely known nano-patterning process is photo lithography, also known
as optical lithography. It is a process mostly used in the semiconductor industry
to transfer diﬀerent patterns onto a silicon wafer using light. Consistently, light of
smaller wavelengths has been successfully used in order to increase the resolution since
it scales proportionally with the wavelength. Unfortunately, continuous reduction of
the wavelength has proven diﬃcult. Therefore diﬀerent techniques of lithography have
emerged. Nanoimprint lithography (NIL) circumvents the resolution limit imposed
by the imaging wavelength. It is also a three step process. It begins with mold
making, followed by the imprint step. In the imprint step, the mold with the desired
pattern is pressed onto a resist material coated on a substrate surface. In the next
step, the mold is removed leaving behind the mold pattern on the substrate. The ﬁnal
process is the transfer of the pattern onto the substrate surface. It is conventionally
done by reactive ion etching. Another widely used nano-patterning technique is called
Electron beam lithography (EBL). It consists of scanning an electron beam across an
electron sensitive resist material coated on a substrate surface. After the pattern is
written on the resist, it is then transferred to the underlying substrate via “lift oﬀ”.
The main disadvantage of EBL is that it is a serial process.
The nanolithography techniques mentioned above are a two or more steps process
as in photolithography and NIL or a serial one as in the case of EBL. This limits
throughput and therefore increases costs in the production process. Despite all these
eﬀorts in developing diﬀerent techniques, a one-step process for the fabrication of
magnetic arrays remained a challenge.
In contrast to those, here we present such a one-step technique of fabricating magnetic nanostructures. The advantage of this technique is that it potentially may oﬀer
inherent parallelism and ultrahigh vacuum compatibility, with unrivaled periodicity
[4].
The method is based on the interaction of a thermal atomic beam with a slightly
detuned resonant laser standing wave (SW) resulting in a direct optical manipulation
of atoms as described in the previous chapter. By using a combination of laser beams,
various structures can be created, such as nanowires and nanodots with 2, 3, 4 or even
5-fold symmetry [5]. Iron nonowires grown in this way however showed no measurable
magnetic anisotropy [6], presumably because of a large background layer.
In this study, we utilize the simultaneous deposition of chromium and cobalt atoms
through a spatially varying optical SW potential (for Cr) to create a concentration
modulated alloy structure on a silicon substrate. During deposition, selective manipulation of chromium is achieved by using a laser wavelength (of 425.55 nm) that is
near resonant with the 52 Cr transition 7 S3 → 7 P40 while Co is uniformly deposited.

3.2 Experimental procedure
Because the magnetic properties of Co-Cr strongly depend on the Cr concentration,
and by carefully selecting the concentration in the starting alloy material, this results
in a uniform array of nanolines with periodically varying magnetic properties. The
period is 212.8 nm and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) is 90 nm. MOKE
measurements reveal a magnetic anisotropy along the lines and a vanishing saturation
magnetization perpendicular to the lines.

3.2

Experimental procedure

For the experiment, blue CW laser light at 425.55 nm was obtained by frequency
doubling the output of a titanium-doped sapphire ring laser in an external enhancement cavity ﬁtted with a lithium triborate (LBO) crystal [7]. For the deposition, we
used a beryllium oxide crucible holding a Co-Cr alloy of composition Co-86/Cr-14 wt
percent and particle size of ≤ 150 µm. The alloy composition was carefully chosen
so that, in the alloy form, the mixture would still be magnetic [8]. A high temperature eﬀusion cell held at 2030 K produced a thermal beam of neutral chromium and
cobalt atoms. The base pressure in the deposition chamber is routinely below 10−8
mbar and around 10−7 mbar during deposition. The thermal beam was collimated
by means of transverse laser cooling, after it had gone through a deﬁning diaphragm
of 0.7 mm diameter. The power in the cooling beam was 55 mW. Its frequency was
tuned by about 10 MHz below the Cr resonance, allowing for the atoms to only lose
energy and momentum by scattering of the laser light [9]. The atomic beam could be
transversally collimated to a divergence angle of 0.6 ±0.1 mrad FWHM. It was then
deposited on a silicon substrate through a one-dimensional SW potential.
An in vacuo optical alignment unit shown in Fig. 2.7, could be rotated around
the y and z axes and included translations in the x-, y- and z-directions. The mirror
was made of a zerodur substrate coated with aluminum. The sample rested on the
top part of a sample holder cut from a prism. Two grooves were cut into the holder
in the x- and z directions for the laser SW and atom beam respectively.
The SW laser frequency was tuned approximately 200 MHz above the 52 Cr transition 7 S3 →7 P40 at 425.55 nm using an acousto-optic modulator. The positive
detuning causes the atoms to be focused to the intensity minima (nodes) of the SW
[10]. The power in the SW was 30 mW focused to W0 = 200 µm. The optical unit
(Fig. 2.7) was then moved into position so that the vertical atomic beam was directed
into the groove and deposited onto the substrate. The substrate was then moved into
the standing wave to cut it at the center. We note here that only the chromium atoms
are aﬀected by light. The deposition time was 30 minutes.
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Figure 3.1: a) Patterned Co-Cr alloy lines as observed by AFM. b) zoom in
showing area enclosed by rectangle in (a). c) MFM image. d) shows enclosed area
in (c) with magnetic contrast visible under round spot in middle. Black areas are
magnetic and white areas are non-magnetic.
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Figure 3.2: Vapor pressure of chromium and cobalt at diﬀerent temperatures
adapted from[11].

3.3

Magnetic Co/Cr nanoarrays

We studied the fabricated samples ex-vacuo by atomic force microscopy (AFM),
magnetic force microscopy (MFM) and the magneto-optical Kerr eﬀect (MOKE).
Fig. 3.1(a) shows an AFM picture of an array of periodic nanolines with a height
above background of 3 nm. Note that the background ﬁlm thickness was determined
by ellipsometry to be 10 ± 0.04 nm. This gives a height to background ratio of ≈ 1 : 3.
The periodicity is 212.8 nm which is that of the interference pattern created by the
standing wave laser beam at 425.55 nm. Notice an obstacle (probably dirt particle)
on the surface of the sample. Fig. 3.1(b,d) show a zoomed-in AFM and an MFM
picture of the obstacle respectively. While no topographic contrast is visible through
this round obstacle (Fig. 3.1(b)), the MFM image, of the same area as in the AFM
picture, taken at a lift height of 30 nm, shows a clear magnetic contrast. (Fig. 3.1(d)).
In the phase detection scheme of MFM, changes ∆ϕ in the phase shift of the
cantilever’s phase oscillation relative to a piezo drive are measured. If a force F
acts on the cantilever in the opposite direction to the vibration direction z, then the
changes in the phase shift can be expressed as [12]
∆ϕ ≈ −Q/K(∂F/∂z),

(3.1)

where K is the cantilever spring constant and Q is the quality factor of the vibrating
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system. For an attractive force, the force gradient, ∂F/∂z > 0. This leads to a
negative phase shift, ∆ϕ. The negative phase shift means that the phase ϕ is reduced,
corresponding to a dark contrast. For a repulsive force, ∂F/∂z < 0, leading to an
increase in the phase which corresponds to a bright contrast.
The MFM measurements shown in Figs. 3.1(c) and (d) ﬁt the description of standard MFM behavior[12], as the dark contrast regions are magnetic and correspond
to regions where an attractive interaction exists between the sample and the tip. In
our sample, the ridges have higher chromium concentration due to the chromium
atoms focused. A higher Cr concentration leads to non magnetic ridges. On the
other hand, the valleys are formed from a higher concentration of cobalt since most
of the chromium atoms are directed away from these regions by the laser standing
wave pattern. The result is a magnetic contrast between the magnetic valleys and
non-magnetic ridges, revealed by MFM imaging.
Static longitudinal MOKE measurements were performed using a HeNe laser polarized perpendicular to the plane of incidence. The inset of Fig. 3.3(a) shows a
schematic picture of the experimental layout. The laser beam was focused to a spot
size of 40 microns. This allowed for a good spatial resolution to obtain a signal related
to the structured region of the sample only. Fig. 3.3(a) shows MOKE measurements
at diﬀerent positions, 1, 2 and 3 across the sample. No magnetic signal was observed
at position 1, where the Co-Cr ﬁlm is homogeneous. This means that during the
deposition, a higher percentage of Cr than contained in the original material, was
evaporated. This can be explained by a higher Cr vapour pressure at the evaporation
temperature [11], see Fig. 3.2. At position 2, on the edge of the modulated area, a
weak magnetic contrast can be observed which further increases towards the center
of the nanolines (position 3).
The sample could also be rotated around an axis perpendicular to its surface,
leading to a variation of the angle ϕ of the applied ﬁeld with respect to the direction
of the nanolines.
Fig. 3.3(b) shows hysteresis loops measured for diﬀerent orientations ϕ of the
applied magnetic ﬁeld, relative to the nanolines. The sample is characterized by
extremely low values of coercive ﬁelds as well as small Kerr rotations. The maximum
rotation is observed when ϕ = 0◦ . In this case the hysteresis loop is almost squarelike. This behavior is characteristic of a specimen magnetized to saturation along
an easy axis. For this case, the saturating ﬁeld is about 0.2 G. Increasing the angle
ϕ leads to a smaller Kerr rotation which disappears completely for ϕ = 90◦ . The
inset of Fig. 3.3(b) shows a plot of the Kerr angle θk at saturation, normalised by
the maximum Kerr angle θm , at parallel alignment as a function of the angle ϕ. The
saturation decreases with increasing ϕ.
We observe not just an increase of the saturation ﬁeld, as is expected when going
from the easy- to the hard magnetization axis. In addition, the saturation magnetization vanishes, which was also veriﬁed by increasing the applied magnetic ﬁeld range.
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Figure 3.3: a) Hysteresis loops across the sample. Inset: Schematic picture of
the sample for MOKE measurements. b) Hysteresis loops measured for diﬀerent
angles ϕ. Inset: Normalized plot of Kerr angle θk , at saturation as a function of
ϕ.

This eﬀect is nontrivial and cannot be explained by treating the nanolines as being
fully continuous. We can explain this behavior by assuming that our nanolines consist of small magnetic “droplets” that are magnetostatically coupled to each other.
A strong argument for the presence of such a non-continuous structure is given by
the MFM picture: if the nanolines were continuous, no contrast in the MFM images
would be observed at all because stray ﬁelds “felt” by the MFM tip would only be
present at the ends of the nanowires. The AFM images of Fig. 3.4 appear to reveal
these magnetic “droplets”. The coupling can be assumed to be ferromagnetic if the
magnetization is along the “droplets” chain. Rotating the magnetization by 90◦ presumably changes the coupling to antiferromagnetic, destroying the net magnetization
of the chain. Note that given the subtle balance of Co-Cr concentration ratio, the
formation of such magnetic droplets is quite probable.
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Figure 3.4: a) 3-D high resolution AFM image showing disconnected magnetic
“droplets” and b) alignment scenario in parallel ﬁeld (i), and in perpendicular
ﬁeld (ii).

3.4

Summary

The results of magnetic characterization presented above only provide a qualitative
understanding of the magnetic properties of the concentration modulated patterned
nanolines on the substrate. Moreover, although the composition of the alloy is carefully chosen before evaporation, that of the material deposited on the substrate is
largely unknown because of the uneven evaporation of Cr and Co due to the diﬀerence in their vapor pressures at the evaporation temperature, and the vacuum conditions during evaporation. Therefore a further quantitative analysis of the observed
magnetic behavior cannot be made without further studies, such as compositional
analysis.
In conclusion, we fabricated Co-Cr magnetic nanostructures by modulating the
concentration of chromium in a Co-Cr alloy via atom-optics at the nanoscale, thus
demonstrating the proof-of-principle of a new method for nanoscale-modulated magnetic material composition. AFM investigations show a global periodic pattern of
lines with a period of 212.8 nm and a height above the background of 3 nm while
detailed MFM and MOKE studies reveal an alternating pattern of magnetic and
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nonmagnetic nanolines. Concentration modulation of an alloy constituent via atomoptics for nanofabrication is therefore a valid technique for the production of periodic
magnetic nanostructures. By extending this method to 2-dimensional patterns [13],
magnetic nanostructures with a variety of symmetries can be produced.
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CHAPTER

4

Introduction to Magnetization dynamics

The aim of this chapter is to present the physics of the various phenomena involved
in the second part of the thesis, namely to review the fundamental concepts of light
induced magnetization dynamics. Firstly, in section 4.1, theoretical aspects of magnetization precession as described by the Landau-Lifshitz equation are discussed. In
section 4.2, the dielectric tensor responsible for the magneto-optic eﬀects, which characterize the interaction of light with matter is introduced. Section 4.2.2 introduces
and discusses various eﬀects that can arise as a consequence of the action of ultrashort laser pulses on a magnetic medium. Finally, in section 4.2.3, the photoinduced
magnetic anisotropy eﬀect is presented.

4.1
4.1.1

Precessional Magnetization dynamics
Landau Lifshitz equation

In quantum theory, the dynamic behavior of a spin subjected to an external magnetic
ﬁeld H is described via the time evolution of the spin observable S. This dynamic
equation can be written as [1]
d
S = [S, Ĥ].
(4.1)
dt
The right hand side of Eq. (4.1) is the commutator of the spin observable with the
Hamiltonian operator Ĥ. This operator describes the interaction between the spin
i~
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and the external ﬁeld and can be written as:
gµB µ0
S · H,
(4.2)
~
where g is the gyromagnetic ratio, and µB is the Bohr magneton. Let us evaluate the
commutator on the right hand side of Eq. (4.1). Its y-component is:
Ĥ = −

[Sy , Ĥ]

gµB µ0
[Sy , Sx Hx + sy Hy + Sz Hz ]
~
gµB µ0
= −
[Sy , Sx ]Hx + [Sy , Sz ]Hz .
~
= −

From the usual commutator relations
[Sx , Sy ] =

i~Sz

(4.3a)

[Sy , Sz ] =
[Sz , Sx ] =

i~Sx
i~Sy ,

(4.3b)
(4.3c)

the y-component of the commutator becomes:
[Sy , Ĥ]

= igµB µ0 (Hx Sz − Hz Sx )
= igµB µ0 (S × H)y .

Similar expressions for the remaining two components of the commutator can be
obtained. Eq. (4.1) can then be written as:
d
gµB µ0
< S >=
(< S > ×H),
(4.4)
dt
~
where < S > is the vector whose components are the expectation values of the spin
components along each axis. i. e < S >= [< Sx >, < Sy >, < Sz >].
The magnetic dipole moment of an atom (m) is proportional to the mean value
of the spin and is given by:
m = γ < S >,
gµB
~

where γ =
rewritten as

(4.5)

is the gyromagnetic ratio. From this deﬁnition, Eq. (4.1) can now be

d
m = γ[m × B]
(4.6)
dt
Deﬁning the magnetization M as the total dipole moment m per unit volume, it then
follows that
d
M = γµ0 [M × H] = −γ0 [M × H],
dt

(4.7)
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M

Figure 4.1: a) Precession of M without damping. b) Precession with damping.

where γ0 = µ0 g|µ~B | . Eq. 4.7 is known as the Landau-Lifshitz (LL) equation. For a
constant magnetic ﬁeld H, two important properties of this equation can be distinguished:
1.

d
2
dt M

=0

2.

d
dt (M

· H) = 0

The ﬁrst equation means that the magnitude of the magnetization does not change
during its precession and the second states that the angle between the magnetization
and the ﬁeld does not change during the precession. In Fig. 4.1(a), it is shown how the
magnetization precesses around the applied ﬁeld H for an inﬁnitely long time. This
inﬁnitely long precession is a consequence of Eq. (4.7). In reality, the magnetization
eventually aligns with the magnetic ﬁeld H due to damping, see Fig. 4.1(b). The
damping is accounted for by a term given by
d
α
[M × M].
Ms
dt

(4.8)

It was introduced by Gilbert [2] using thermodynamic considerations. α is known as
the Gilbert damping parameter. The damping term allows one to estimate how fast
the energy of the magnetization is dissipated from the magnetic system. Including
the damping, the equation describing the motion of the magnetization can then be
written as:
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M

Figure 4.2: Schematic illustration of the dynamics of the magnetization after a
change of the eﬀective ﬁeld Heﬀ a) Originally and in equilibrium, the magnetization is aligned parallel to the eﬀective ﬁeld. b) A sudden change in the eﬀective
ﬁeld from Heﬀ to Hnew
eﬀ causes the magnetization to start precession around the
new eﬀective ﬁeld. c) Eventually, the magnetization aligns itself along the new
eﬀective ﬁeld which is its new equilibrium position.

d
α
d
M = −γ0 [M × H] +
[M × M],
dt
Ms
dt

(4.9)

where Ms is the saturation magnetization. Eq. (4.9) is known as the Landau-LifshitzGilbert (LLG) equation.
The LLG equation above is obtained for an applied magnetic ﬁeld H. In a magnetic material, the anisotropy ﬁeld, the exchange ﬁeld and the demagnetizing ﬁeld
may contribute to the total magnetic energy U . In such a case, the ﬁeld H in the
∂U
LLG equation is simply substituted with an eﬀective ﬁeld Heﬀ = − ∂M
, which is the
sum of all the ﬁelds that contribute to the magnetic energy. For example the total
eﬀective ﬁeld can be of the form [3]
Heﬀ = Hext + HA + HD

(4.10)

where Hext is the external applied ﬁeld, and HD is the demagnetizing ﬁeld with
corresponding energies per unit volume Eext = −µ0 M·H, and ED = −µ0 M·H/2,
respectively. HA is the sum of all internal anisotropy ﬁelds which could be for example,
uniaxial and cubic magnetocrystalline. The energy corresponding to the uniaxial
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anisotropy ﬁeld is EU = KU (α12 + α22 ), where KU is the uniaxial anisotropy constant.
The cubic magnetocrystalline energy is usually written phenomenologically as [4]
ECA = K1 (α12 α22 + α22 α32 + α32 α12 ) + K2 α12 α22 α32 + ...

(4.11)

where (α1 , α2 , α3 ) are the direction cosines of the magnetization vector with respect
to the three cube edges. K1 and K2 are the ﬁrst and second cubic magnetocrystalline
anisotropy constants respectively. In equilibrium, the magnetization is aligned parallel
to the direction of the eﬀective ﬁeld, which is also its energy minimum. If one of the
ﬁelds which contributes to the eﬀective ﬁeld is changed, or if an additional ﬁeld is
induced, the direction and/or magnitude of the eﬀective ﬁeld is equally changed. This
change leads to a precessional motion of the magnetization towards its new equilibrium
along the new eﬀective ﬁeld direction as shown in Fig. 4.2.
Note that Eq. (4.9) which is usually used to analyze the precessional motion of
the magnetization is in vector form. A convenient and more applicable form however,
is that of the free energy [5]. Because of the conservation of the absolute value of the
magnetization, the degrees of freedom are reduced from three to two. This reduction
can simplify problems considerably. An example that follows is the investigation of
the magnetization dynamics in a spherical coordinates system using the polar and
azimuthal angles θ and φ.

4.1.2

Landau Lifshitz equation in spherical coordinates

We have seen in Section 4.1.1 that the dynamics of the magnetization is described by
the LLG equation in vector form given by Eq. (4.9). To obtain a general expression
for the dependence of the magnetization precession frequency on the applied magnetic
ﬁeld, it is necessary to derive the LLG equation in a form that is more applicable,
i.e. a form where the magnitude and the orientation of the applied ﬁeld relative
to the sample magnetization and the diﬀerent magnetic anisotropy terms can easily
be varied. This form will allow one to investigate the inﬂuence of the mentioned
parameters on the magnetization precession frequency. For simplicity, we derive the
LL equation (i.e. damping neglected) in spherical co-ordinates. The LL equation,
d
M = −γ0 [M × H]
dt
can be rewritten in a spherical coordinate system related to the magnetization M
schematically shown in Fig. 4.3. In rewriting the LL equation in spherical coordinates,
the three components of the magnetization vector M in a cartesian coordinate system
are transformed into spherical coordinate variables, the polar and the azimuthal angles
θ and φ respectively, see Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Spherical coordinate system related to the magnetization M.






Mx (t)
sin θ cos φ
M(r, t) =  My (t)  = Ms  sin θ sin φ  .
Mz (t)
cos θ
If we consider a small change dM in the magnetization, it can be expressed in the
spherical coordinate variables as:
dM = Ms (drr̂ + dθθ̂ + sin θdφφ̂),

(4.12)

where r̂, θ̂, and φ̂ are unit vectors in the direction of M, θ and φ as shown in Fig. 4.3.
The magnetic ﬁeld H in the LL equation can be expressed in spherical coordinates
as:
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1
∇M U
Ms µ0
1 ∂U
1
∂U
1 ∂U
r̂ +
θ̂ +
φ̂)
= − (
µ0 ∂r
Ms ∂θ
Ms sin θ ∂φ
= −

where U is the free energy of the system. Since the magnitude of the magnetization
d
is constant with time, dt
M has no component in the r̂ direction and can be written
as:
d
dφ
dθ
M = Ms θ̂ + Ms sin θ φ̂.
(4.13)
dt
dt
dt
The cross product term on the right hand side of the LL equation in spherical variables
becomes
1
∂U
1 ∂U
M×H=
θ̂ −
φ̂.
(4.14)
µ0 sin θ ∂φ
µ0 ∂θ
From Eq. (4.13) and Eq. (4.14), the LL equation in spherical coordinates is:
dθ
dt
dφ
dt

=
=

γ
∂U
Ms sin θ ∂φ
γ
∂U
Ms sin θ ∂θ

−

(4.15a)
(4.15b)

Considering small deviations of the magnetization M from its equilibrium position
given by angles θ0 and φ0 , one can then use the equilibrium conditions
∂U
∂U
= 0 and
=0
∂θ
∂φ

(4.16)

evaluated at θ = θ0 and φ = φ0 to determine θ0 and φ0 making sure that these angles
∂U
are obtained at the minimum of energy. The derivatives ∂U
∂θ and ∂φ on the right hand
side of Eq. (4.15) can then be expressed as a power series in small oscillations
θ − θ0 = δθ exp (iωt);
φ − φ0 = δφ exp (iωt);
around the equilibrium positions θ0 and φ0 where δθ and δφ are the amplitudes of
these oscillations. From the equilibrium conditions Eq. (4.16) and retaining only
powers of the small amplitudes oscillations up to one in the series expansion, we
obtain linear equations
γ
γ
Uθφ )δθ + (
Uφφ )δφ = 0
(4.17a)
(iω +
Ms sin θ0
Ms sin θ0
γ
γ
(iω −
Uθφ )δφ + (
Uθθ )δθ = 0
(4.17b)
Ms sin θ0
Ms sin θ0
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Figure 4.4: Magnetization M in a cubic crystal disc in the (001) plane.
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2

∂ U
where Uθθ = ∂∂θU2 , Uφφ = ∂∂φU2 , Uθφ = ∂θ∂φ
at equilibrium. A non-trivial solution to
the system of Eqs. (4.17) exists only for

ω=

(
)1
γ
2 2
Uθθ Uφφ − Uθφ
Ms sin θ0

(4.18)

which is the precession frequency. Eq. (4.18), which is given in terms of the second
order partial derivatives of the free energy, can be used to calculate the FMR frequencies for diﬀerent strengths and types of anisotropies. This can be done because
the free energy of the magnetic system contains energy terms from diﬀerent kinds of
anisotropies present. Indeed for the cubic ferrimagnetic YIG:Co sample studied in
this thesis, the free energy can be written as:
U = EH + ECA + ED + EU ,

(4.19)

where the ﬁrst term EH is the Zeeman energy, ECA is the cubic magnetocrystalline
anisotropy, and ED and EU are the demagnetizing and the growth induced uniaxial
anisotropy energies, respectively. For our sample, see Fig. 4.4, and experimental
geometry, the various terms of the free energy U can be written as [6]

ECA

EH = −Ms H sin θ cos(φH − φ)
K1
=
[sin2 θ sin2 (2φ) + sin2 (2θ)]
4
EU = KU sin2 θ
ED = 2πM 2 cos2 θ,

(4.20a)
(4.20b)
(4.20c)
(4.20d)

where H is the applied ﬁeld, Ms is the saturation magnetization, and φH is the angle
that the applied ﬁeld makes with the [100] axis. From Eq. (4.19), the relevant second
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order partial derivatives of the free energy necessary for the calculation of the FMR
frequency using Eq. (4.18) can be obtained.
It is also worth noting here that if the total magnetic energy of the system is
known from Eq. (4.19), then the combined action of all the energy terms that make
up the total energy can be considered as an eﬀective magnetic ﬁeld of the type given
in Eq. (4.10). This ﬁeld can be obtained from the total energy via the expression
∂U
.
(4.21)
∂M
It is this eﬀective ﬁeld that enters the LLG equation, when one seeks to determine
the dynamics of the magnetization. It may sometimes include a photo-induced ﬁeld,
if there is an interaction of the magnetic system with light.
Heﬀ = −

4.2
4.2.1

Interaction of light with a magnetic system
Magneto-optics

In the most general terms, magneto-optics is deﬁned as the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with a medium placed in a magnetic ﬁeld or possessing a spontaneous
magnetization [7]. Visible light interaction with a medium fully depends on the electronic structure of that medium. In a magnetic material, its magnetic state inﬂuences
its interaction with light and this gives rise to the magneto-optical eﬀects. In 1845,
Michael Faraday observed the rotation of the plane of polarized light as it propagated through the piece of glass placed between the poles of a magnet [8, 9]. This
eﬀect is now known as the Faraday eﬀect. The observation of this eﬀect aﬃrmed the
electromagnetic character of light. A corresponding eﬀect in reﬂection known as the
Magneto-optical Kerr eﬀect (MOKE) was discovered by John Kerr in 1876 [10]. Another magneto-optical eﬀect is the Cotton-Mouton eﬀect (in liquids) or Voigt eﬀect (in
solids) discovered in 1907 [11, 12]. It involves the observation of a linear birefringence,
when light passes through a material in the presence of a strong magnetic ﬁeld. Although linear birefringence is observed in solids and liquids, the mechanism by which
it occurs in the two materials is diﬀerent. While in solids placed in a magnetic ﬁeld
and possessing magnetic order, the birefringence originates from the Zeeman shift
of energy levels [13, 14]; in liquids and liquid crystals with magnetically anisotropic
molecules, it is induced by a reorientation of these molecules by the magnetic ﬁeld
[15].
The property used to describe the magneto-optical eﬀects is the dielectric permittivity tensor ϵij (ω) of the material in which the interaction of light with the magnetization occurs. This tensor relates the electric displacement or induction D in the
material to the electric ﬁeld E of the electromagnetic radiation. In general, since
the magnetic disturbances do not have much eﬀect on the optical properties of the
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medium, one can therefore carry out a series expansion of the dielectric tensor ϵij in
powers of the magnetization M:
(0)

ϵij (M ) = ϵij + Lijk Mk + Sijkl Mk Ml + ...

(4.22)

(0)

where i, j, k = x, y, z. In Eq. (4.22), ϵij are the components of the permittivity tensor
when M is zero (medium in paramagnetic state). Lijk are components of a third rank
axial tensor (the linear magneto-optical tensor), which governs the magneto-optical
eﬀects linear in the magnetization and Sijkl is the so called quadratic magneto-optical
tensor. In the following discussion we limit the expansion to terms linear in M. The
Onsager principle [16] requires that
ϵij (M) = ϵji (−M).

(4.23)

This also means that Lijk Mk = −Ljik Mk or that Lijk = −Ljik and Liik = 0. For
cubic symmetry and from Eq. (4.23) one can write the permittivity tensor linear in
(0)
M and without ϵij as:

 

ϵyz
Lxyz
0
0
 ϵzx  


0
Lxyz
0

 
 Mx
 ϵxy  

0
0
L
xyz  

 

(4.24)
 ϵzy  =  −Lxyz
 My .
0
0

 
 Mz
 ϵxz  

0
−Lxyz
0
ϵyx
0
0
−Lxyz
If the medium is also optically active and isotropic, then from
Eq. (4.22), the dielectric tensor up to terms linear in M is:

 
ϵxx
Lxyz Mz −Lxyz My
ϵxx
ϵxy
ϵxx
Lxyz Mx  =  −ϵyx ϵxx
ϵij (M ) =  −Lxyz Mz
Lxyz My −Lxyz Mx
ϵxx
−ϵxz −ϵyz

Eq. (4.24) and

ϵxz
ϵyz  , (4.25)
ϵxx

Note here that the presence of M breaks time reversal symmetry and that the diagonal and oﬀ-diagonal elements of ϵij (M ) are independent of and dependent on M,
respectively.
The convenience to use the magneto-optical eﬀects makes them good candidates
for memory applications, modulation or control of light and for sensing of the magnetic
state of a medium [15, 17]. The latter is particularly important as the Faraday eﬀect
and the Kerr eﬀect will be used in this thesis to monitor the magnetic state. A
detailed description of these two eﬀects as derived from ϵij (M ) and how they are
used to detect the magnetic state will be given in Chapter 5. These magneto-optic
eﬀects have been very useful instruments in the study of light induced magnetization
dynamics.
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4.2.2

Light induced magnetization dynamics

The magnetization in a magnetic solid will react to changes in diﬀerent parameters
such as temperature, magnetic ﬁelds and pressure. This reaction, depending on the
external excitation process, may be on diﬀerent time scales. The excitation process in
turn may proceed via the application of magnetic ﬁeld pulses, spin polarized current
or via illumination with ultrashort laser pulses.
In the following subsections we will brieﬂy review the eﬀects that ultrashort laser
pulses have on the magnetic state of a medium. These eﬀects which can be either
thermal or non-thermal in nature, range from the loss of magnetization upon laser
excitation, through the observation of phase transitions, to the sub-picosecond optomagnetic inverse Faraday eﬀect. They have been observed in a broad class of magnetic
materials such as dielectrics, metals, and semiconductors. For a review, see Ref. [18].
Ultrafast loss of magnetization
Preliminary studies of the impact of laser pulses on the magnetization using ultrashort laser pulses were performed on Ni and Fe [19, 20] using picosecond laser pulses.
No magnetic eﬀects (like the loss of magnetization) were observed even when the temperature approached the melting point of the material in the laser focus. Subsequent
time resolved measurements on Gd samples revealed a spin lattice relaxation time of
100 ps [21]. A surprising observation was made in 1996 [22] where a sub picosecond
loss of magnetization in a Ni thin ﬁlm was reported, induced by 60 fs laser pulses. The
authors explained this ultrafast demagnetization by an eﬀective electron-spin interaction mechanism among the non-equilibrium electrons excited by light, resulting in a
rapid increase of the spin temperature and therefore a loss of the magnetization. This
observation received much attention because it seemed to reveal a fast loss of magnetization, much faster than the expected speed limit given by spin-lattice relaxation
time of ≈ 100 ps. However subsequent experiments on Ni by diﬀerent researchers [23–
25] and on diﬀerent metallic systems [26] conﬁrmed this ultrafast demagnetization.
In particular, employing high pump ﬂuences, a cobalt platinum alloy was driven from
a ferromagnetic to a paramagnetic state within the laser pulse duration of 120 fs [27].
Laser induced magnetic phase transitions
Not only ultrafast laser induced demagnetization has been observed. The reverse
eﬀect of sub-picosecond generation of ferromagnetic order was also reported [28, 29].
The authors showed that, an FeRh thin ﬁlm subjected to subpicosecond laser pulses,
underwent an antiferromagnet-to-ferromagnet phase transition.
Another type of laser induced magnetic phase transition was observed in the ferromagnetic semiconductor (Ga,Mn)As [30]. A single 100 fs laser pulse was used to
excite the sample in an applied magnetic ﬁeld. The result was a complete reversal of
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the magneto-optical hysteresis loop, with a 90 degree switch of the magnetization orientation after the laser pulse. This observation demonstrated that, using ultrashort
optical pulses, the magnetization in the semiconductor could be manipulated between
diﬀerent metastable states.
The othoferrite TmFeO3 is another material where a spin reorientation has been
observed due to a temperature change [31]. The spins in this material rotate by ninety
degrees between 80 K and about 90 K. As was demonstrated by Kimel et al., illumination with femtosecond laser pulses, results in a reorientation of the antiferromagnetic
spins in TmFeO3 by several tens of degrees if the temperature of the sample is already
around that of the spin reorientation region. This happens just within approximately
5 picoseconds.
It was also demonstrated in HoFeO3 that femtosecond laser pulses are able to
reorient the spins between two metastable states. These two states coexist within the
temperature range T = 38 K and T = 58 K. The suggested switching mechanism was
based on the inertia of the spin system in antiferromagnets [32].
Ultrafast opto-magnetic eﬀects
The magneto-optic eﬀects demonstrate that a magnetically ordered medium can have
an eﬀect on incident light. In particular, magnetization changes the polarization
state of light. The reverse eﬀect, i.e, the eﬀect of incident electromagnetic radiation
on the magnetic state also exists. Indeed, circularly polarized 30 ns laser pulses
were found to induce a static magnetization in a paramagnetic material. This eﬀect
was already suggested in earlier works by Pitaevski and Pershan who named it the
inverse Faraday eﬀect [33–35]. Recently, polarized ultrashort femtosecond laser pulses
have also been shown to aﬀect the magnetic state of a material. The eﬀects of the
ultrashort polarized light pulses have been named the Inverse Faraday and Cotton
Mouton eﬀects at sub-picosecond timescale (or opto-magnetic eﬀects) deﬁned as the
action of circularly, respectively linearly polarized light, on an isotropic magnetic
system as an eﬀective magnetic ﬁeld pulse. This eﬀective ﬁeld is directed along the
k-vector of light. Phenomenologically, the Inverse Faraday ﬁeld can be written as [36]:
H = α̂[E(ω) × E(ω)∗ ],

(4.26)

where α̂ is an axial tensor and E(ω) is the electric ﬁeld of light at the frequency ω.
The eﬀect of this ﬁeld on the magnetization can be to move it out of its equilibrium
position, resulting in a precessional motion for the magnetization, i.e, a generation of
magnons with wavevector k=0. Microscopically, this is understood to be a stimulated
Raman-like scattering process on magnons. In brief, the exciting ultrashort laser
pulse is broad in frequency such that two frequencies ω and ω1 are both present
in its spectrum. The frequency ω excites an electron from its ground state into an
intermediate virtual state. Because of strong spin-orbit interaction, the electron spin
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is reversed while it is still in this virtual state. The presence of ω1 forces the stimulated
emission of a photon at the same frequency ω1 . The result is the creation of a magnon
with frequency ωm corresponding to the diﬀerence between ω and ω1 .
The ﬁrst experimental demonstration of the ultrafast inverse Faraday eﬀect was
in the weak ferromagnetic othoferrite DyFeO3 [36] where excitation of coherent spin
precession by circularly polarized laser pulses was observed. The helicity of the laser
pulses determined the phase of the precession. Similar eﬀects have since been observed
in the metallic alloy GdFeCo [37] and ferrimagnetic garnets [38]. It is also worth noting
that the ultrafast inverse Cotton-Mouton eﬀect has also been recently observed in
antiferromagnetic FeBO3 [39].
When considering the response of a magnetic system subjected to ultrashort laser
pulses, the ultrafast opto-magnetic eﬀects fall under a category called ”direct mechanisms” [39], where the disturbance of the spins occurs during the pulse duration, and
is mediated by optical transitions accompanied by spin orbit coupling in the excited
state. On the other hand, there are some other eﬀects, where the spin system responds
to the laser pulses through an intermediate process (like change of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy), which in turn aﬀects the spin system. This type of mechanism
has been called indirect. A typical example of such an eﬀect is the photo-induced
magnetic anisotropy.

4.2.3

Photo-induced magnetic anisotropy

In contrast to the nonthermal opto-magnetic eﬀects which do not require the absorption of the exciting laser pulse, photo-magnetic eﬀects involve light absorption [18, 42].
In general, photo-magnetic phenomena are those in which the magnetic properties of
materials can be changed by illumination with light. Some common properties which
have been observed to be aﬀected by light are the permeability and the magnetic linear dichroism [43, 44]. These properties may or may not involve a change of symmetry
upon illumination. One of the most prominent properties that involves a change of
symmetry is the photo-induced magnetic anisotropy (PMA) eﬀect. It is a change in
the magnetic anisotropy of a material due to the absorption of light. Photo-induced
magnetic anisotropy eﬀects are known to exist in magnetically ordered dielectrics [45].
The basic condition for the occurrence of these eﬀects is the existence of magnetic
ions in the material which are active centers that can assume diﬀerent valence states
within the material. For example, in cobalt doped yttrium iron garnet [46], this role
may be played by Co2+ ions ( Co2+ ←→ Co3+ ). Absorption of light by the cobalt
doped garnet can induce charge transfer between the cobalt ions, resulting in an effective virtual movement of the active centers (cobalt ions) to diﬀerent environments.
Another consequence of the charge transfer could be a change in the concentration
of a particular active species. The ﬁnal result of the absorption process is a change
in the magnetic anisotropy [40, 41, 47] to which these cobalt ions are contributors.
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Figure 4.5: Domain structure image of YIG:Co thin ﬁlms at room temperature
after [40, 41]: a) before illumination; b), d) after illumination with linearly polarized light. The polarization was along the [11̄0] and [110] crystallographic
directions respectively. c) after illumination with light polarized along [110] in an
external magnetic ﬁeld.

It is worth noting that the photo-induced magnetic anisotropy may depend on the
polarization of the exciting light. Indeed, studies on cobalt doped yttrium iron garnet
[40, 41] ﬁlms revealed diﬀerent magnetic domain patterns by exciting the sample by
light of diﬀerent linear polarizations, as shown in Fig. 4.5. A similar eﬀect has also
been observed in magnetic garnets hosting Pb impurities [48].
Photo-induced changes in the magnetic anisotropy
at ultrafast timescales
In a time resolved experiment on a Lutetinium substituted garnet with Pb impurities, Hansteen et al. [38] observed a coherent precession of the magnetization when
the sample was excited by linearly polarized laser pulses, see Fig. 4.6. The phase
and amplitude of precession depended on the plane of polarization of the exciting
light. These results were explained by a photo-induced anisotropy which resulted in
a long lasting change of the sample anisotropy with the induced anisotropy direction
determined by light polarization.
The change in the magnetic anisotropy of a material due to the action of ultrashort
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Figure 4.6: Precession of the magnetization triggered by femtosecond laser
pulses after Hansteen et al. [38]. An external magnetic ﬁeld is applied in the
sample plane to align the magnetization. a) Time traces of the precession of
the magnetization for diﬀerent polarization planes. b) Dependence of precession
amplitude on polarization. The bottom picture shows a graphical illustration of
the process of photo-induced magnetic anisotropy caused by linearly polarized
laser excitation and subsequent precessional dynamics. Before zero time delay,
the magnetization and the eﬀective ﬁeld Hef f are parallel. At zero time delay, an
optical pulse with a deﬁned linear polarization excites the sample. This results in
a photo-induced anisotropy ﬁeld in the sample, which in turn changes the eﬀective
ﬁeld direction. After the pulse, the magnetization begins precessing around the
new eﬀective ﬁeld direction.
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laser pulses is not only limited to magnetic garnets. In semi-conductors such as
(GaMn)As where there is a clear distinction between the mobile carriers and the
localized manganese spins, spin precession triggered by ultrashort laser pulses has
been observed as well [49, 50]. This precession resulted from an impulsive change
in the magnetic anisotropy due to photo-excitation. Because there is a very strong
mutual interaction between the two spin ensembles, the mobile carriers and the Mn
sublattice, via p-d exchange coupling, the magnetic order is therefore sensitive to
carrier density changes via external perturbations such as electromagnetic radiation
[51].
The experimental observations mentioned above have led to a great wealth of
knowledge about light interaction with diﬀerent magnetic systems. For an extensive
overview, see Ref. [18]. Because of the importance of magnetization manipulation
and switching in information storage and processing, there is a strong and continuous
search for diﬀerent mechanisms and materials in which the magnetization can be
manipulated and switched in a fast and reliable manner. Our recent results in cobalt
doped YIG will be discussed in Chapters 6 and 7. The next chapter is partially
devoted to a description of the properties of the materials used for the study of
magnetization dynamics in this thesis.
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CHAPTER

5

Samples and Experimental Techniques

This chapter presents a description of the samples and the experimental techniques
used for the investigation of magnetization dynamics in this thesis. It begins with the
presentation of the properties of the prototype yttrium iron garnet (YIG). Thereafter,
the properties of a cobalt-substituted YIG which is the sample used for experiments in
this part of the thesis are described. In the second part, the experimental techniques
used in this thesis are discussed.

5.1

Samples

In this section the structure of YIG is described. Its basic optical, magnetic, and
magneto-optical properties are presented. It is also shown how its structure leads to
the described magnetic properties. The section is concluded with a short description
of a sample consisting of a cobalt thin layer on top of a cobalt substituted garnet.
This sample will be used to investigate the dynamical coupling of the magnetization
of the two layers.

5.1.1

Magnetic garnets

Because of their strong magneto-optical susceptibility, magnetic garnets have been
widely studied in the past especially in relation to their application in Faraday rotators, resonators for tunable ﬁlters [1], isolators and in magnetic bubble memories [2],
which were commercially successful in the 1970s until the development of the hard
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(d)
{c}
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Figure 5.1: Yttrium iron garnet structure showing the arrangement of the octahedral or [a]-sites, tetrahedral or (d)-sites and the dodecahedral or {c}-sites. This
arrangement makes up just one octant of the unit cell.

disk in the 1980s. The generic prototype of a magnetic garnet is yttrium iron garnet
(YIG). Its formula is {Y3 }[F e2 ](F e3 )O12 , and shows the occupation of the three possible cation sites represented by the diﬀerent bracket types [3]. As shown in Fig. 5.1
these sites are: the octahedral or [a]-sites, and the tetrahedral or (d)-sites both occupied by iron ions, and the dodecahedral or {c}-sites occupied by yttrium ions. The
[a]-cations have 6 nearest oxygen neighbors, the {c}-cations and the (d)-cations 8 and
4 respectively. In the oxygen polyhedra of the garnet, each oxygen ion is shared by
two dodecahedral sites, one tetrahedron and one octahedron. The crystal structure
of YIG is cubic with a lattice constant of 12.736Å which allows gadolinium gallium
garnet (GGG) with a similar lattice constant [4] to be used as a substrate for epitaxial
YIG thin ﬁlm growth.
The magnetic properties of YIG originate from the presence of magnetic Fe3+
ions and their interaction with oxygen. In particular, antiferromagnetic superexchange coupling exists between the Fe3+ ions located on the tetrahedral (d)-sites and
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on the octahedral [a]-sites. This exchange is mediated by the surrounding oxygen
ions. Every iron ion is in a 3d5 electronic conﬁguration state. The magnetic moment
of each iron ion is therefore 5µB . With two of the ﬁve Fe3+ in the two iron sublattices
compensated, the resulting magnetic moment per formula unit is therefore 5µB . YIG
is therefore a ferrimagnet [5].
YIG possesses interesting optical and magneto-optical properties, suitable for
experimental investigations. It has a band gap of 2.9 eV and is highly transparent in
the microwave region and in the infra-red window of 1.5 - 5 µm. Optical absorption
can arise from excitation of phonons, magnons, and even excitons by incident light.
YIG also shows strong magneto-optical Faraday and Kerr eﬀects. It has been shown
that upon substitution of yttrium with bismuth, these eﬀects can be substantially
enhanced [6].
Because the garnet lattice can accommodate every cation with an ionic radius
between 0.26 and 1.29 Å, substitution is not only limited to bismuth. Its physical
and magnetic properties have therefore been successfully tailored, controlled and optimized via the incorporation of diﬀerent elements, or, in modern terms “molecular
engineering”. One of the elements that has been substituted for iron in the tetrahedral and octahedral sites, with the intention of varying the magnetic properties of
YIG, is cobalt.

5.1.2

Cobalt-substituted yttrium iron garnet (YIG:Co)

1

Magnetic structure
The composition of the cobalt-doped garnet investigated in this thesis is Y2 CaFe3.9 Co0.1 GeO12
and its thickness is 10 µm. It is grown by liquid phase epitaxy on a (001)-oriented
substrate of Gadolinium Gallium Garnet (Gd3 Ga5 O12 ) (miscut about 1 degree). Doping with germanium and calcium aims at lowering the saturation magnetization and
to realize charge compensation, respectively. These two ions enter the tetrahedral
and dodecahedral sublattices. Cobalt, which can be in any of the Co2+ , Co3+ , Co4+
charged states, enters tetra- or octahedral sites, as has been shown by optical and
Faraday rotation spectra [7, 8]. Of the three types of cobalt ions, Co4+ is rare. Co2+
is the most anisotropic. Because of the Co2+ anisotropy, the magnetic properties of
YIG:Co are expected to be diﬀerent as compared to those of pure YIG.
From vibrating sample magnetometry measurements, the saturation magnetization is 4πMs = 90 G at room temperature [8, 9] and the Curie temperature is 445
K. Analysis of torque magnetometry curves revealed four easy magnetization axes inclined from the < 111 >-type directions into the sample plane within the temperature
range 160-300 K, which is consistent with the domain structure image with four different in-plane distinguisable orientations shown in Fig. 5.2(a). At room temperature,
1 The

sample was grown by J.M. Desvignes from Meudon (France)
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a)

b)

Figure 5.2: a) Domain structure image obtained by L. Le Guyader by PhotoEmission Electron Microscopy (PEEM) based on x-ray magnetic circular dichroism. The ﬁeld of view is 30 microns and the photon energy is 709.4 eV. Four
diﬀerent in-plane orientations can be distinguished. Arrows show suggested magnetization directions in the domains. b) The transmission spectrum of a 10 µm
thick cobalt substituted yttrium iron garnet.

the constants of uniaxial and cubic anisotropy are KU = −250 J/m3 and K1 = −103
J/m3 , respectively [9].
Optical properties
The optical absorption spectrum of YIG:Co is similar to that of YIG. The absorption
spectrum for YIG:Co is shown in Fig. 5.3 [7, 10]. For photon energies around 1.5 eV,
the absorption coeﬃcient α is about ∼ 100 cm−1 . At lower frequencies (low photon
energies, 0 eV - 1 eV) the absorption is caused by lattice vibrations and at higher
frequencies (photon energy >3 eV) by charge transfer transitions between O2+ ions
and Fe3+ ions [3, 11].
Magneto-optical properties
The magneto-optical properties of YIG:Co are closely related to its optical absorption.
Fig. 5.3 shows both the optical absorption coeﬃcient α and the Faraday coeﬃcient
θF [7, 10]. It was determined that the broad line at 1.7 eV in the Faraday rotation
spectrum is due to the crystal ﬁeld transition of the low spin octahedral Co3+ .
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Figure 5.3: The dependence of the absorption coeﬃcient α and the Faraday coefﬁcient θF for YIG:Co grown on [111](8), [110](9) and [100] (10) oriented substrates
after [7, 10]. The absorption spectra exhibit the same characteristic features except that they are more pronounced in the [100] oriented ﬁlm labeled 10. The
Faraday rotation spectrum is the same for all substrate orientations.
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Figure 5.4: Static Faraday rotation hysteresis loops measured for diﬀerent sample temperatures showing 4 magnetic phases A,B,C, and D corresponding to the
temperature ranges in Table 5.1. Also shown is the Faraday geometry (top).
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Figure 5.5: Schematic illustration of the diﬀerent magnetic phases after [9], corresponding to the temperature ranges in Table 5.1 with the magnetization easy
axis indicated as dotted lines. Note that only two of the four < 111 >-type axes
in phase A are shown.

In order to further characterize the magnetic and magneto-optical properties of
YIG:Co, we studied the Faraday rotation versus the applied magnetic ﬁeld and temperature. Fig. 5.4 shows the hysteresis loops measured for diﬀerent sample temperatures in the range 10 K to 320 K in the Faraday geometry. It also shows diﬀerent
magnetic phases A, B, C, and D in agreement with Ref. [9]. Temperature induced
magnetic phase transitions occur in the temperature regions 160-170 K, 100-120 K,
and 60-70 K, which separate magnetic phases A from B, B from C, and C from D,
respectively. The easy magnetization axes and their schematic illustration for the
4 magnetic phases are shown in Table 5.1 and Fig. 5.5, respectively. The diﬀerent
magnetic phases observed through the hysteresis loop measurements agree with those
obtained by torque magnetometery measurements performed on the same sample [9].
Fig. 5.6 summarizes the dependence of the static Faraday rotation θF on temperature
for T = 20 K to 310 K. Figs. 5.6(a) and (b) show two hysteresis loops at T = 140 K and
300 K respectively, measured for a ﬁeld applied perpendicular to the ﬁlm plane. As it
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 5.6: a) and b) Hysteresis loops measured at T =140 K and at T = 300
K, respectively. c) Half the amplitude of the hysteresis loop as a function of
temperature. A temperature induced phase transition occurs in the temperature
range 130K < T < 170 K which is around the minimum of the graph. Below
this range, θmax decreases with increasing temperature and above the range, it
increases with increasing temperature.

Table 5.1: Temperature ranges and the easy magnetization axes [9]

Temperature range

No. of Easy Axes

Easy axis directions

A) 300-170 K

4

< 111 >-type

B) 160-120 K

2

[110] and [1̄10]

C) 110-70 K

5

[100], [010], [110], [1̄10], [001]

D) 60-10 K

1

[001]
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Figure 5.7: Static Faraday rotation characterization. a) Magnetization hysteresis loop measured for an applied ﬁeld H perpendicular to the sample plane. b)
Magnetization hysteresis loop measured for an applied ﬁeld H in the sample plane
showing a saturation ﬁeld of about 2.5 kG. c) Faraday rotation θF as a function of
temperature for an applied ﬁeld H perpendicular to the sample plane. All results
are obtained at a photon energy E = 1.96 eV. The measurement geometries are
shown at the top of the ﬁgure.
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is shown in Fig. 5.6(c), initially θF decreases with increasing temperature. After 170
K it increases with increasing temperature. The dependence shows a minimum in the
temperature range 130 K < T < 170 K. For the temperature range 110 - 300 K, the
dependence of θF can easily be understood. At room temperature and in zero ﬁeld,
the magnetization is aligned along the < 111 > type directions. A Faraday rotation
is observed since the Mz component of the magnetization is non-zero. The magnetization gradually rotates into the sample plane when the temperature is decreased.
This rotation results in smaller and smaller Mz magnetization components and hence
smaller Faraday rotations. A miscut angle of 1◦ allows for a small observable Faraday
rotation when the magnetization is completely in the sample plane at around 140 K.
However, as shown in Fig. 5.5, further cooling leads to another magnetic structure.
Figs. 5.7(a) and (b) show hysteresis loops measured for an applied ﬁeld perpendicular to the sample plane and for an in-plane ﬁeld respectively. The sample temperature was 300 K. For the in plane applied ﬁeld, the saturating ﬁeld is about 2.5 kG.
From the hysteresis loop shown in Fig. 5.7(a), the sample shows a Faraday rotation
of about 1.2 degrees for a ﬁeld of over 2.5 kG applied perpendicular to the sample
plane. Fig. 5.7(c) shows the Faraday rotation as a function of temperature for the
range 340 - 450 K. The solid curve is a ﬁt to the data using θF = θ0 (1 − T /TC )β . A
critical exponent β= 0.308, and a Curie temperature TC =446 K are obtained. These
are in agreement with values reported in Ref. [12] and other YIG based garnet ﬁlms
[3].

5.1.3

Co on Co-substituted yttrium iron garnet (Co/YIG:Co)

YIG:Co is a dielectric and possesses interesting magneto-optical properties as described in the previous section. It also shows promising photo-magnetic properties
(especially the photo induced magnetic anisotropy) discussed in Section 4.2.3. To
study the eﬀect that ultrashort laser pulse excitation of an underlying YIG:Co layer
would have on a thin ferromagnetic metal overlayer, we deposited cobalt on top of
YIG:Co by ion beam sputtering, see Fig. 5.8(a). The Co thickness is 5 nm and its
magnetization is in the plane of the sample [13, 14]. The cobalt layer was then capped
with a protective gold ﬁlm of thickness 20 nm. The hysteresis loop for the bilayer
(Co/YIG:Co) is shown in Fig. 5.8(b). Also plotted is the hysteresis loop of the same
garnet without the 5 nm thick cobalt layer on top. For the magnetic ﬁeld applied
perpendicular to the sample plane, saturation of the magnetization of the garnet appears to occur in a lower ﬁeld when compared to that of the bilayer. However, their
coercive ﬁelds are the same, around 150 Gauss.
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Figure 5.8: a) Schematic illustration of bilayer structure. b) Faraday rotation
hysteresis loops for the YIG:Co and Co/YIG:Co measured with the applied ﬁeld
perpendicular to the sample plane,(see inset).

5.2

Experimental

This section presents details of the all-optical pump-probe experimental technique
and setup used for the magnetization dynamics measurements on garnets. The technique allows one to access the magnetization dynamics on a sub-picosecond timescale.
To put it into perspective, we brieﬂy mention some other methods used in monitoring magnetization dynamics. We continue by presenting the laser system layout for
an all-optical pump-probe experiment which includes a generation, an ampliﬁcation
and a frequency tuning stage. Thereafter, two linear magneto-optical eﬀects, the
Faraday eﬀect and Magneto-optical Kerr eﬀect, their origin, and their measurement
schemes are presented. We conclude this section with a detailed description of the alloptical pump-probe technique. We show that with this setup, excitation of a magnetic
material and monitoring of the magnetization dynamics is achieved on an ultrafast
timescale.

5.2.1

Techniques for monitoring magnetization dynamics

Magnetization dynamics here refers to the precession of the magnetization. This
precession follows an excitation process that results in a perturbation of the amplitude
and/or direction of the magnetization. The subsequent dynamics can then be followed
using diﬀerent techniques, in the frequency or in the time domain.
In the frequency domain, two common techniques can be identiﬁed, ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) and Brillouin Light Scattering (BLS). In FMR, a constant
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external magnetic ﬁeld H is applied to the sample while an alternating magnetic ﬁeld
at microwave frequency ωrf and with a smaller amplitude Hrf compared to that of the
constant ﬁeld H is applied perpendicular to it. The magnetization starts precessing
in the eﬀective magnetic ﬁeld. Microwave resonance absorption is achieved when the
frequency ωrf equals the magnetization precession frequency. The resonance condition
for a plane surface is then given by [15]:
ωres = γ(BH)1/2 ,

(5.1)

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, H is the external magnetic ﬁeld and B is the
magnetic induction in the sample. From the width of a typical Lorentzian proﬁle of
an FMR absorption line, the relaxation time of the magnetization can be obtained.
From a microscopic point of view, the FMR frequency is determined by the Zeeman
splitting of the energy eigenvalues of the magnetic sample in the static internal ﬁeld.
For details of the FMR technique, see Refs. [16–18].
Brillouin Light Scattering involves the interaction of monochromatic light with
quasiparticles, e.g. phonons and magnons. For a magnetic material, the fundamental
principle of BLS involves an inelastic light scattering process, in which a spin wave
(magnon) is created or destroyed, the so-called Stokes and anti-Stokes processes,
respectively. As a result, the frequency of the scattered light is altered. The shift in
frequency of the scattered light is equal to the created or destroyed magnon frequency.
A highly sensitive spectrometer (tandem Fabry-Perot interferometer) with a frequency
resolution in the sub GHz range and a contrast better than 1010 [19, 20] is used to
measure the small frequency shifts in the scattered light.
Although frequency domain techniques allow one to obtain information about
magnetization precession in steady state, time domain methods directly allow one to
follow the precessional dynamics in time as it happens after excitation.
In the time domain, the magnetization precession is triggered either by a laser
pulse [21] or a short magnetic ﬁeld pulse [22]. The subsequent relaxation of the
magnetization is then measured at diﬀerent delay times.
Some time domain techniques include Time resolved second harmonic generation
(TR SHG), the time resolved magneto-optical Kerr (TR MOKE) and Faraday eﬀects.
TR SHG relies on the nonlinear dependence of the induced optical polarization of the
magnetic sample on the electric ﬁeld E of intense laser radiation. As a consequence,
second harmonic light is generated. Its polarization is diﬀerent from the incident
fundamental light and can be linked to the magnetization of the sample via selection
rules [23–25]. The TR MOKE and Faraday eﬀects are based on the magnetic contrast
from the corresponding eﬀects in the visible E-M spectrum. The polarization of
reﬂected light (Kerr) or transmitted light (Faraday) is changed upon interaction with
a ferromagnetic material. The Kerr angle or the Faraday rotation angle is proportional
to the magnetization of the sample [26].
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Figure 5.9: The femtosecond laser system used for the investigation of magnetization dynamics. Shown are the Tsunami (a mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser
tunable in a range between 690 nm to about 1050 nm with a central wavelength
of 800 nm) pumped by the Millenia (a solid state diode-pumped Nd:YVO4 laser)
and the Spitﬁre (a regenerative ampliﬁer with Ti:Sapphire as the active material)
pumped by the Empower (an intra-cavity frequency doubled Q-switched Nd:YLF
laser).

5.2.2

Femtosecond laser system

For the experiments described below, an ampliﬁed femtosecond laser system from
Spectra Physics is used. The system as shown in Fig. 5.9 consists of generation,
ampliﬁcation and tuning stages. It delivers a sequence of 100 fs pulses at a repetition
rate of 1 kHz with peak powers up to 10 GW.
The pulse generation stage consists of a pump laser called Millenia and a modelocked Ti:Sapphire laser [27] called Tsunami. The Millenia is a solid state diode
pumped Nd:YVO4 laser with an output of 5 W at a wavelength of 532 nm in continuous wave mode. Its output is used to pump the Tsunami. The Tsunami design
includes an acousto-optic modulator (AOM), which uses a piezo-electric transducer
to generate a standing acoustic wave that controls the phase between the longitudinal
modes in the laser cavity and ensures an 82 MHz mode-locked operation. It is tunable
in a range between 690 nm to about 1050 nm with a central wavelength of 800 nm.
Its average output power is about 700 mW and the generated pulses are about 80 fs
wide.
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After the pulse generation stage comes the ampliﬁcation stage made up of two
components. The ﬁrst is an intra-cavity frequency doubled Q-switched Nd:YLF laser
called Empower. It operates at λ = 527 nm and delivers 250 ns wide pulses at a
repetition rate set to 1 kHz. Its average output power is about 8 W. Its output is
used as a pump for a second component known as the Spitﬁre, which is a regenerative
ampliﬁer (RGA) with Ti:Sapphire as the active material. The output of the Tsunami
(the seed pulse) from the generation stage is directed into this RGA. In the RGA,
the seed pulse is ﬁrst stretched temporally using a grating scheme to avoid damage to
the cavity. The stretched pulse is injected into the cavity using a Pockels cell with a
proper timing. After several round trips in the cavity, energy from another properly
timed pulse from the Empower is transferred to the seed pulse in the Ti:Sapphire
rod of the RGA. At exactly maximum gain, a second Pockels cell is switched and the
ampliﬁed pulse is ejected from the cavity. The ejected pulse is then compressed in
another grating scheme so that it regains its 100 fs width. The ampliﬁed pulses leave
the Spitﬁre at a repetition rate of 1 kHz and a pulse energy of about 1 mJ. If pulses
at λ = 800 nm are required for experiments, then the output of the Spitﬁre is directly
used as in some experiments in this thesis, otherwise, the output is directed into the
tuning stage.
The tuning stage is a Spectra Physics Optical parametric ampliﬁer (OPA). The
input into the OPA is split into three beams. One is used for the generation of a
white light continuum in a sapphire plate. The second and third are used for ﬁrst
and second pass ampliﬁcation, respectively. The generated white light continuum is
seeded into a BBO crystal where the optical parametric process with the ﬁrst pass light
and ampliﬁcation with the second pass light is ensured, generating the so called signal
and idler. Wavelength tuning is achieved by selecting the phase matching angle of the
BBO crystal. The accessible wavelength range can be further extended by harmonic
generation using one or two BBO crystals. By proper selection of the signal or idler
and a combination of the phase matching angle and type, and the proper number
of harmonic crystals, tunability over a 2700 nm range can be obtained. The pulse
energy at λ=630 nm is about 25 µJ. The output of the OPA was also used in some
of the experiments described here.

5.2.3

The Faraday and Magneto-Optical Kerr eﬀect

The macroscopic description of the magneto-optical eﬀects are based on an analysis
of the dielectric properties of a medium. In the presence of magnetic order, the
dielectric tensor changes. These changes are typically the appearance of additional
components in the tensor, resulting in the Faraday eﬀect (in transmission) and the
magneto-optical Kerr eﬀect (in reﬂection). In the experiments described in this part
of the thesis, both are used for the detection of the magnetization dynamics.
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Figure 5.10: Illustration of the Faraday eﬀect. Linearly polarized light decomposed into two circularly polarized components which travel at diﬀerent speeds
through a magnetized sample, resulting in a rotation of the light polarization upon
transmission.

The Faraday eﬀect
For an optically active, isotropic and cubic ferromagnetic material with magnetization
M, we showed in Eq. (4.25) that the dielectric tensor can be written as:

 

ϵxx
Lxyz Mz −Lxyz My
ϵxx
ϵxy ϵxz
ϵxx
Lxyz Mx  =  −ϵyx ϵxx ϵyz  , (5.2)
ϵij (M ) =  −Lxyz Mz
Lxyz My −Lxyz Mx
ϵxx
−ϵxz −ϵyz ϵxx
where the diagonal and oﬀ-diagonal elements of ϵij (M ) are independent of and dependent on M, respectively.
For light with its k-vector along the z-axis and the magnetization M also parallel
to z (i.e, Mx = My = 0), the dielectric tensor (5.2) simpliﬁes to:


ϵxx ϵxy
0
ϵij (M ) =  −ϵxy ϵxx 0  .
(5.3)
0
0 ϵxx
One can verify that the eigenvalues which can be obtained from (5.3) are given
by: ϵ± = ϵxx ± iϵxy . The corresponding eigenvectors, represented by E+ and E− , are
two circularly polarized waves with opposite helicities propagating along the z-axis of
the material with two diﬀerent velocities υ+ = c/n+ and υ− = c/n− where
n± = (ϵxx ± iϵxy )1/2 ,

(5.4)
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Figure 5.11: Illustration of the Magneto-optical Kerr eﬀect. a) Diﬀerent conﬁgurations of MOKE. 1. Transverse, 2. Polar and 3. Longitudinal. b) A scheme
showing the principle of Kerr rotation. Notice the diﬀerence in the amplitudes
of the circularly polarized components upon light interaction with, and reﬂection
from a magnetized sample.

and c is the speed of light.
Because linearly polarized light can be considered as a superposition of righthanded circularly polarized light E− and left-handed circularly polarized light E+ ,
its propagation through a medium of thickness d as shown in Fig. 5.10 results in
E− and E+ exiting the medium with diﬀerent phases, given by φ− = kdn− and
φ+ = kdn+ respectively, where k is the wave number. The result of the superposition
of the two eigenwaves with diﬀerent phases, after traveling the distance d, is a linearly
polarized wave Eout whose plane of polarization is rotated by an angle ρ relative to
the incoming Ein . The angle ρ is the diﬀerence between the two phases and is given
by [28]:
ρ = kd(n− − n+ ) = kd∆n.

(5.5)
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The dependence of ρ on the magnetization M is hidden in ∆n (the diﬀerence in the
refractive indices experienced by the two eigenwaves) via the oﬀ-diagonal components
of the dielectric tensor. Therefore any subtle change in the magnetization of the
medium results in a change in ρ.
Magneto-optical Kerr eﬀect
Let us now try to understand the occurrence of the Magneto-optical Kerr eﬀect when
light is reﬂected from a magnetic material characterized by a dielectric tensor of
the form (5.3). As it is shown in Fig. 5.11 there are three diﬀerent conﬁgurations
of MOKE, deﬁned by the orientation of the magnetization relative to the plane of
incidence and the plane of reﬂection.
1. Transverse: The magnetization M is parallel to the reﬂection plane (sample
surface) and perpendicular to the plane of incidence.
2. Polar: M is perpendicular to the reﬂection plane.
3. Longitudinal: M is parallel to the reﬂection plane and to the plane of incidence.
For simplicity, let us consider the polar Kerr eﬀect at normal incidence. i.e, the
incident light is parallel to the z-axis and hence the magnetization. In this case, the
eigenwaves are right- and left-handed circularly polarized waves E− and E+ respectively, with the dielectric-tensor-elements related complex refraction indices given by
Eq. (5.4). In addition, they also acquire diﬀerent reﬂected amplitudes. The reﬂectivities or the Fresnel reﬂection coeﬃcients for the two eigenwaves can be written as
[28]:
n− − 1
n− + 1
n+ − 1
r+ = |r+ | exp (iϕ+ ) =
n+ + 1

r− = |r− | exp (iϕ− ) =

(5.6a)
(5.6b)

One can decompose a linearly polarized wave into right- and left-handed circularly polarized components with equal amplitudes and phase. Upon reﬂection, the
amplitudes of the right- and left-handed circularly polarized waves are no longer the
same(see Fig. 5.11b) because of the diﬀerent reﬂection amplitudes of the eigenwaves,
as expressed in Eq. (5.6), resulting in Kerr ellipticity εK of the reﬂected wave. In
addition, the phases of the two circularly polarized components upon reﬂection also
diﬀer. This phase diﬀerence leads to the Kerr rotation θK . The rotation and ellipticity are the real and imaginary parts of the complex polar Kerr angle ΨK given
by:
ΨK = θK + iεK ,
(5.7)
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Figure 5.12: Balanced photo-diode detection scheme for measurement of Faraday rotation.

One can verify that if ϵxy ≪ ϵxx , then ΨK takes the form
ΨK = √

ϵxy
.
ϵxx (1 − ϵxx )

(5.8)

Since ϵxy depends on the magnetization, it will change if the magnetization is altered
and the corresponding polar Kerr rotation change will be proportional to the magnetization in the z-direction. Similar analysis can be done for the longitudinal Kerr
eﬀect.
Because the Faraday eﬀect and/or MOKE are used to follow the dynamics of the
magnetization after excitation with light, one requires a reliable method to measure
the Faraday or Kerr rotation. A sensitive and convenient technique which increases
the signal to noise ratio involves the use of a Wollaston prism and balanced diodes
detector.
Wollaston prism and Balanced diodes detector
The principle of a Wollaston prism and balanced diodes detector used to measure the
degree of polarization rotation after light has passed through the sample is shown in
Fig. 5.12. The same scheme was also used to measure the Kerr rotation in reﬂection.
Linearly polarized light passing through a magnetized medium experiences a polarization rotation (Faraday eﬀect) induced by the sample. If the initial polarization
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of the light is deﬁned by a Jones vector given by:
[ ]
0
Ein = Eo
,
1

(5.9)

then the polarization orientation Eout of the light transmitted by the sample is deﬁned
by a rotation matrix. This matrix Rrot for a sample with Faraday rotation ρ can be
written as:
[
]
cos ρ sin ρ
Rrot =
.
(5.10)
−sin ρ cos ρ
From Eq. (5.9) and Eq. (5.10),
[
Eout = Eo

sin ρ
−cos ρ

]
.

(5.11)

After passing through the sample, and acquiring a polarization state given by Eq.
(5.11), the light is split into two orthogonal polarizations s and p by a Wollaston
prism. To obtain equal intensities in the s- and p-polarized beams (i.e, a balanced
state) care must be taken to ensure that the prism is oriented at an angle β = π/4
with respect to the polarization state of the incoming light ﬁeld Ein . For this value
of β, one can show that the electric ﬁelds of the s- and p-polarized beams are:
Eo
Es = √ (sin ρ − cos ρ)
2
Eo
Ep = √ (−sin ρ − cos ρ)
2

(5.12a)
(5.12b)

respectively, with corresponding intensities
Eo2
(sin ρ − cos ρ)2
2

(5.13a)

Eo2
(−sin ρ − cos ρ)2 ,
2

(5.13b)

Is =
Ip =

detected by the two detectors Ds and Dp shown in Fig. 5.12. If the rotation angle ρ
is small enough, then the intensity diﬀerence
Dsp = Is − Ip = −2Eo2 ρ,

(5.14)

which is proportional to the intensity of the incoming beam and the Faraday rotation
and hence to the magnetization M.
The Faraday rotation detection method described above was incorporated into an
all-optical pump-probe scheme for investigating the magnetization dynamics.
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Figure 5.13: An all-optical pump-probe setup. Dashed lines show electrical signals for synchronization. The Delay line introduces a path length diﬀerence between the pump and the probe, while a synchronized chopper blocks every second
pump pulse allowing for more sensitive detection of the transmitted probe intensity by a balanced diodes photo detector.

5.2.4

The all-optical pump-probe technique

To study the magnetization dynamics of a magnetic system using an all-optical pumpprobe technique, ampliﬁed laser pulses, originating from the Ti-Sapphire laser system
described above, are split into two unequal intensity beams using a beam splitter
cube or a glass wedge. As shown in the schematic illustration in Fig. 5.13, the much
stronger intensity beam called the pump is focused on the sample and is used for
direct excitation of the magnetization.
The much weaker intensity beam, called the probe, is incident along the sample
normal, focused to about half the spot size of the pump and used to follow the
magnetization dynamics after excitation. The polarization state of the probe is set
by a half wave-plate to vertical while that of the pump can be varied by another
half wave-plate. The probe to pump intensity ratio is usually about 1:100 so that the
inﬂuence of the probe on the sample is negligible. In order to monitor the eﬀect of the
excitation pulses on the sample in time, a delay line is introduced into the pump beam
path. The delay time ∆t between the pump and the probe pulses can be adjusted

References
by systematically changing the path length between the pump and the probe using
a retro-reﬂector ﬁrmly mounted on a translation stage on the delay line. At every
data point ∆t, deﬁned as a given diﬀerence in the path length of the pump and the
probe, the rotation of the probe polarization is measured and averaged over several
excitation pump pulses. Ordinarily, the signal-to-noise ratio in this measurement is
poor. To improve it, a chopper- a rotating blade with evenly spaced holes, periodically
blocking the pump beam (hence, generating optical pulse trains)- is inserted into the
pump beam path. It operates at 500 Hz and is synchronized with the Ti-Sapphire
laser to allow every second pump pulse out of a trail of pulses at 1 kHz repetition rate
to go through and eventually excite the sample. This modulation technique allows
one to select from the measured signal the component of the signal at the chopper
frequency using lock-in techniques [29].
Sensitive detection of the probe polarization rotation is achieved using a balanced
photodiode detector and a Box car integrator [30]. The latter allows one to detect
the Faraday rotation θF of the probe only during the presence of pump pulses. At
every delay time ∆t the Faraday rotation θF is averaged for about 250 excitations
and detected by a lock-in ampliﬁer.
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6

Large ultrafast photoinduced magnetic anisotropy in a
cobalt-substituted yttrium iron garnet 1

Abstract
We demonstrate experimentally that excitation of a Co-substituted ferrimagnetic yttrium iron garnet (YIG:Co) thin ﬁlm with linearly polarized 100 fs laser pulses triggers
large angle magnetization precession with an amplitude, phase and frequency determined by the characteristics of the laser pulse. The precession results from a light
induced anisotropy ﬁeld with a characteristic life time of 20 ps, the direction of which
is determined by the polarization of the light. Its strength for a pump intensity of 25
mJ/cm2 is 250 G which is comparable to the intrinsic anisotropy of the sample. By
choosing the proper laser pulse parameters, we were able to excite a precession with
an amplitude as large as 20◦ and a precession frequency modiﬁed by up to ﬁfty percent. We further show that a temperature induced magnetic phase transition results
in a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the observed ultrafast magnetization dynamics above and
below 140 K, which is the phase transition temperature.
1 Based on: F. Atoneche, A. M. Kalashnikova, A. V. Kimel, A. Stupakiewicz, A. Maziewski, A.
Kirilyuk, and Th. Rasing, Large ultrafast photoinduced magnetic anisotropy in a cobalt-substituted
yttrium iron garnet Phys. Rev. B 81, 214440 (2010)
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6.1

Introduction

Traditionally, the control of the magnetization of a material is realized via the application of a magnetic ﬁeld. In the pursuit of a faster speed of data manipulation,
the control of the magnetization by techniques other than the application of magnetic
ﬁelds has become an important area of research in recent years [1]. In particular, during the last decade it was demonstrated that sub-picosecond light pulses can rapidly
change the value of the magnetization of a medium [2] and/or its direction [2–4]
as discussed in Section 4.2.2. The latter implies that these laser pulses act on a
magnetic medium as instantaneous eﬀective magnetic ﬁeld pulses [5], or modify the
magnetic anisotropy [6], thereby altering the magnetization direction. If the change
of magnetic anisotropy is achieved via laser-induced heating [3], then the subsequent
slow dissipation processes considerably limit potential applications. Thus non-thermal
mechanisms through which laser pulses can modify the magnetic anisotropy, resulting
in a fast control of the magnetization without the heating limitation, are of particular
interest. It has recently been reported that excitation with femtosecond laser pulses
leads to a non-thermal light induced change of the magnetic anisotropy in ferrimagnetic garnets [6] and the ferromagnetic semiconductor GaMnAs [7]. Although the
reported results suggested that femtosecond modulation of the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy may lead to switching of the magnetization between two directions, the
achieved rotation of the magnetization from its initial equilibrium position was only
a fraction of a degree (0.6 and 0.8 degrees in the garnet and GaMnAs, respectively),
deﬁnitely not enough for a rotation of the magnetization over 90 or 180 degrees required for practical applications. For that, one needs materials where photo-induced
changes of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy are much stronger and doping might be
used to achieve this.
The magnetocrystalline anisotropy of cobalt-doped yttrium iron garnet (YIG:Co)
ﬁlms strongly depends on temperature and on the highly anisotropic substituted
cobalt ions [8]. Sample temperature change, or excitation with light can therefore
have a profound inﬂuence on the behavior of the magnetic system. As mentioned
in Section 5.1.2, varying only the sample temperature has led to the observation of
magnetic phase transitions where the easy axis of the magnetization is diﬀerent for different temperature ranges. Upon illumination, the magnetocrystalline anisotropy has
also been drastically modiﬁed. This eﬀect is referred to as a photo-induced magnetic
anisotropy (PMA). It has been observed to be strong in this material when subjected
to 488 nm laser radiation [9, 10], resulting in the displacement of a magnetic phase
boundary between two 90◦ in plane magnetized phases.
In this chapter we report on a comprehensive study of femtosecond light induced
magnetization dynamics in YIG:Co, where we investigated the response of the material to femtosecond laser pulses. We show that a large amplitude magnetization
precession is observed through excitation by linearly polarized 100 fs laser pulses.

6.2 Experimental
The deviation of the magnetization from its initial equilibrium position achieved via a
PMA eﬀect is as high as 20◦ . The estimated strength of the photo-induced anisotropy
ﬁeld is a few hundred Gauss, which is an order of magnitude larger than those previously reported [6]. Moreover, we observed signiﬁcant changes (up to 2 GHz, which is
a 50 percent change from the initial value) of the precession frequency as a function
of light polarization, suggesting the feasibility of modulating the frequency of FMR
with the help of sub-picosecond laser pulses. We further show that a temperature
induced magnetic phase transition results in a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the observed
ultrafast magnetization dynamics above and below the transition temperature of 140
K.
The chapter is organized as follows: The experimental setup and details are given
in Section 6.2. In Section 6.3, we present the experimental results obtained from
studies of laser induced magnetization dynamics in YIG:Co and discuss them on
the basis of a phenomelogical model of PMA and the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG)
equation. This section is split into four parts, describing ultrafast photo-induced
modiﬁcation of the magnetic anisotropy, a model based on the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert
(LLG) equation, the spectral dependence of the photo-induced eﬀect and sample
temperature induced magnetic phase transitions, respectively. Section 6.4 concludes
the chapter.

6.2

Experimental

In order to study the eﬀect of sub-picosecond laser pulses on YIG:Co (its properties
are discussed in Section 5.1.2 ), we performed time resolved measurements using a
magneto-optical pump-probe setup, described in Section 5.2. In brief, ampliﬁed laser
pulses with a central wavelength of 800 nm, pulse duration 100 fs and a repetition
rate of 1 kHz were split into a pump beam and a much weaker beam called the probe
beam. The pump beam was directed at an angle of incidence of about 10◦ from the
sample normal parallel to the [001] crystallographic axis and focused to a spot of
about 250 µm in diameter. The pump pulses were linearly polarized and the angle
ϕ between the plane of polarization of the pump pulses and the [100] axis could be
varied (see Fig. 6.1) using a Babinet Soleil compensator. The probe was incident
along the sample normal and focused to a spot diameter about 2 times smaller than
that of the pump. The probe to pump intensity ratio was about 1:100.
The Faraday rotation angle θF of the linearly polarized probe pulses as a function of
the delay time ∆t between the pump and the probe was measured. For the probe beam
propagating in the z-direction as shown in Fig. 6.1, the transient Faraday rotation
θF (∆t) is proportional to the out-of-plane component Mz of the magnetization. The
probe beam photon energy was always 1.55 eV while the pump photon energy could
be varied between 2.15 eV and 1.55 eV as required, using a passive Optical Parametric
Ampliﬁer. The external magnetic ﬁeld was applied either along the [100] (H100 ) or
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Figure 6.1: Sample orientation and experimental geometry. Pump pulses are
incident at about 10◦ to the sample normal and probe pulses along the sample
normal ([001] axis. The magnetic ﬁeld is applied either along [100] (H100 ) or along
[110] (H110 ).

[110] (H110 ) direction.

6.3

Results and discussion

This section describes the experimental observations and interpretation of the results
obtained upon excitation of a YIG:Co thin ﬁlm with 100 fs linearly polarized laser
pulses. It is divided into four sections. In Section 6.3.1, the experimental observations
and an analysis of the ultrafast photo-induced modiﬁcation of the magnetic anisotropy
are presented. Section 6.3.2 deals with the macrospin approximation calculations
based on the LLG equation in order to determine the parameters of the proposed light
induced anisotropy ﬁeld. It also considers the microscopic mechanism of the observed
PMA in relation to the role played by the cobalt ions. In Section 6.3.3, the results
of the dependence of the PMA on pump photon energy are presented. Finally, in
Section 6.3.4, experimental results and a discussion focusing on temperature induced
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a)
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b)

Figure 6.2: Faraday rotation θF of the probe beam as a function of the delay
time between pump and probe pulses for diﬀerent values of the applied magnetic
ﬁeld H. a) Along [100] (H100 ). b) Along [110] (H110 ). Solid lines are simulations
(see text). All results were obtained for ϕ = 90◦ and a pump intensity of 25
mJ/cm2 .

magnetic phase transitions, the diﬀerent magnetic structures obtained, and the eﬀect
of laser excitation of the sample when it is in diﬀerent magnetic phases, and the photo
induced anisotropy for a wider range of temperatures is presented.

6.3.1

Ultrafast photo-induced change of the magnetic anisotropy

The dependence of the precession on magnetic ﬁeld
Immediately after excitation of the sample with linearly polarized femtosecond laser
pulses, pronounced oscillations appear in the Faraday rotation signal of the probe.
Fig. 6.2 shows the transient Faraday rotation θF of the probe polarization as a function
of the delay time ∆t for diﬀerent values of the applied magnetic ﬁeld H100 and H110 .
The amplitude and frequency of the observed oscillations depend on the applied ﬁeld.
Examination of the observed oscillations showed that, at low ﬁelds, (< 2.5 kG)
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Figure 6.3: Representative curves θF (∆t) for 1.3 kG and 4.2 kG and their ﬁts to
the functions f1 (dashed line) and f2 (solid line) as described in the text.

they are not characterized by a single frequency (see the top curve of Fig. 6.3). Rather,
the time scale of the ﬁrst half a period of oscillation is visibly diﬀerent from that of
the rest of the curve as can be seen from Fig. 6.3. Therefore, we ﬁtted the curves
obtained for low ﬁelds with two sinusoidal functions. For the delay time interval 0
to 150 ps, the function f1 (∆t) = A1 sin(ω1 ∆t + ψ1 ) was used; for delay times longer
than 150 ps, the function f2 (∆t) = A2 exp(−∆t/τ ) sin(ω2 ∆t + ψ2 ). The curves for
ﬁelds larger than 2.5 kG were ﬁtted with the single function f2 (∆t). Fig. 6.4 shows
that the frequency ω2 increases with increasing applied ﬁeld and for H100 > 3 kG
corresponds to the FMR frequency ωF M R of the sample. The frequency ω1 = 3 GHz
is independent of the applied ﬁeld H100 . The presence of the two timescales (1/ω1 and
1/ω2 ) at low applied ﬁelds indicates that the magnetization precesses in an eﬀective
ﬁeld which changes with time after laser excitation. Remarkably, the magnetization
deviation angle (of up to 10 degrees) derived from the precession amplitude, exceeds
those reported earlier by more than an order of magnitude, (see the inset of Fig. 6.4.)

6.3 Results and discussion

Figure 6.4: Frequency ω2 as a function of the external ﬁeld H100 . Also shown
is the calculated FMR frequency curve for our geometry (line) and the measured
ωF M R (stars).[11] Triangles show the frequency ω2 obtained from ω(I) curves by
extrapolation to I=0 mJ/cm2 , (see Fig. 6.3.2(b), upper panel). The inset shows
the precession amplitude with the corresponding deviation angle vs applied ﬁeld.

The dependence of the precession on pump polarization
To understand the origin of the light induced precession, we studied its dependence
on the pump polarization ϕ. Fig. 6.5(a,b) shows the transient Faraday rotation θF
of the probe polarization as a function of the delay time ∆t for diﬀerent planes of
polarization of the pump ϕ for representative applied ﬁelds of 1.3 kG along the [100]
crystallographic direction and 0.7 kG along [110]. The precession changes noticeably
as the angle ϕ is gradually varied. In the upper panel of Fig. 6.6, the precession
amplitude is plotted as a function of ϕ for a ﬁeld H = 0.4 kG applied along the
[100] and [110] crystallographic axes. A clear periodic dependence of the precession
amplitude on the polarization angle is observed, which is independent of the applied
ﬁeld direction. The amplitude of the precession is maximum, but with a diﬀerent
initial phase, for pulses polarized either along or perpendicular to the [100] axis. We
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a)

b)

Figure 6.5: Precession of the magnetization after excitation with laser pulses a)
Precession as a function of time for diﬀerent planes of polarization of the pump ϕ
for an applied magnetic ﬁeld along [100]. b) Precession as a function of time for
diﬀerent planes of polarization of the pump ϕ for an applied magnetic ﬁeld along
[110].

note that minimization of the total magnetic energy gives a diﬀerence of ≈ 6◦ between
the xy-projections of the equilibrium magnetization orientation for H100 = H110 = 0.4
kG. This diﬀerence increases to 45◦ at H100 = H110 = 2.5 kG. Therefore, the fact
that the maximum always occurs at the same angle ϕ irrespective of the applied ﬁeld
orientation and strength shows that the observed eﬀect depends on the orientation
of the light polarization plane with respect to the crystallographic axes only. This
dependence on polarization allows us to conclude that the photoinduced eﬀect is of
non-thermal origin.

6.3 Results and discussion

Figure 6.6: Precession amplitude for two directions of the applied ﬁeld (upper
panel) and precession frequency ω2 (lower panel) as a function of ϕ.

Microscopic mechanism and the role of cobalt
The observed polarization dependence (Figs. 6.5 and 6.6) and the fact that the effective ﬁeld is time dependent suggest that the microscopic origin of the observed
process is a photo-induced magnetic anisotropy (PMA) change. In general, for magnetic garnets, the dependence of the photo-induced eﬀects on the polarization of light
reﬂects the symmetry of the site that hosts the anisotropic photo-active centers [12].
Up to 0.5 Co2+ and 2 Co3+ ions per formula unit can substitute Fe3+ ions. Co2+
and Co3+ ions that occupy octa- and tetrahedral sites contribute diﬀerently to the
PMA for a ﬁxed polarization plane. In our experiments, the maximum eﬀect induced
by linearly polarized 100 fs laser pulses occurs for ϕ = 0◦ and for ϕ = 90◦ . i.e, when
light is polarized parallel to the [100] or [010] crystallographic axes, (see Fig. 6.1 ),
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which are also the local symmetry axes of the tetrahedral sites in YIG:Co. For light
polarized along the [110] direction (ϕ = 45◦ ), which is also an in-plane symmetry
direction with respect to the tetrahedral sites (i.e a global symmetry axis), the orientational distribution of the photo-magnetic centers remains the same [12]. Therefore,
the symmetry of the magnetic properties, ( in particular, the symmetry of the local
anisotropy contribution from photo-excited Co ions in tetrahedral positions ) is unchanged, resulting in a minimum of the magnetization precession when ϕ = 45◦ , see
Figs. 6.5 and 6.6. Thus, the polarization dependent excitation of the precession can
be attributed to a change of the magnetic anisotropy due to the laser induced modiﬁcation of the local anisotropy contribution from Co ions in tetrahedral positions. We
note that this is in contrast to the quasistatic photo-magnetic anisotropy observed in
YIG:Co ﬁlms subjected to 488 nm radiation [9], which was related to charge transfer between Co ions occupying octahedral crystallographic positions. This diﬀerence
can easily be understood: for the excitation light wavelength in the near IR range
used in our experiments, absorption is mainly due to ions in the non-centrosymmetric
tetrahedral positions [13, 14] and, therefore, the photo-magnetic eﬀect is expected to
be dominated by the contribution of Co ions in these sites. Moreover, the previously
reported photoinduced magnetic anisotropy due to the octahedral coordinated Co
ions possessed a very long relaxation time (up to 100 s) and, thus, is not accessible
by stroboscopic type pump-probe experiments with a repetition rate of 500 Hz as in
our experiments.

6.3.2

Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation model including PMA

To further investigate the excitation of the magnetization precession due to the PMA
eﬀect and to obtain the parameters of the photo-induced change of the anisotropy, we
performed macrospin simulations of the magnetization precession using the LandauLifshitz-Gilbert equation (LLG),
]
dM
γ [
α
=
(M
×
H
(t))
+
(M
×
(M
×
H
(t)))
,
eﬀ
eﬀ
dt
1 + α2
M

(6.1)

where a time varying eﬀective magnetic ﬁeld Heﬀ (t) is introduced to describe the
light induced modiﬁcation of the magnetic anisotropy. γ = 17.6 × 106 Oe−1 , is
the gyromagnetic ratio and α is the phenomenological Gilbert damping parameter.
The damping parameter used in the simulation was α = 0.25 which is in agreement
with α = 0.23 obtained from room temperature FMR measurements for this sample
[11]. The coordinate system is such that the sample lies in the x-y plane, with the
sample crystallographic axes [100], [010] and [001] parallel to the cartesian x, y and
z axes, respectively, as shown in Fig. 6.1. Initially, the equilibrium direction of the
magnetization M in a uniformly magnetized magnetic material is along the eﬀective
ﬁeld Heﬀ (∆t < 0), given by
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Figure 6.7: Time dependence of the precession for ϕ =0◦ and for ϕ = 90◦ for
an applied ﬁeld of 4.6 kG. The solid lines represent simulated curves according to
Eqs. (6.1) and (6.5).

Heﬀ (∆t < 0) = Hext + HA + HD .

(6.2)

In our model, Hext = (Hx , 0, 0) is the applied magnetic ﬁeld and HD = −4π(Mx , My , Mz )
is the demagnetizing ﬁeld. HA = HCA + HU is the sum of all internal (cubic and
uniaxial) anisotropy ﬁelds. The cubic magneto-crystalline anisotropy ﬁeld is given by
HCA = −∇M ECA .

(6.3)

In Eq. (6.3), ECA is the standard expression for the cubic anisotropy energy in cartesian coordinates, neglecting terms of order higher than four. The uniaxial anisotropy
ﬁeld is entered as HU = (0, 0, HUz ).
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The photo-induced modiﬁcation of the magnetic anisotropy is modeled as an appearance of an additional time dependent term HL (t)in the expression of Heﬀ . HL (t)
is an exponentially decaying anisotropy ﬁeld
−t/τ
HL (t < 0) = 0, HL (t > 0) = Hmax
),
L (e

(6.4)

with a rise time assumed to be within 100 fs and approximated as a step function,
and a decay time τ . The light modiﬁed eﬀective ﬁeld is then given by;
Heﬀ (∆t > 0) = Hext + HA + HD + HL (t).

(6.5)

At each time step in the simulation, the ﬁelds are recalculated from the values of the
magnetization obtained from the preceding time.
Fig. 6.2(a) (solid lines) shows the results of the simulations of the magnetization
dynamics based on Eq. (6.1) and Eq. (6.5) for diﬀerent applied ﬁeld values. Good
agreement between experimental and simulated curves is obtained for the following
parameters: Hmax
L = 0.25 kG, and τ = 20 ps. A lifetime between 10 and 20 ps (with a
corresponding renormalization of the amplitude between 0.25 and 0.4 kG) may also be
used to ﬁt the experimental data because τ = 20 ps is short compared to the precession
period. These results show that the optically induced anisotropy is of the same order
of magnitude as the intrinsic ﬁelds. We note that the light induced anisotropy ﬁeld
strength obtained here is an order of magnitude larger than those reported earlier
[7, 15].
The directions of the light induced anisotropy ﬁeld HL found from the simulations
are as follows: When the polarization is parallel or perpendicular to the applied ﬁeld
direction (i.e, [100] axis), the light induced anisotropy ﬁeld HL is along the [101] or
[011] direction respectively, independent of the intensity. Fig. 6.7 shows the results
of simulations (solid lines) for the two light induced anisotropy ﬁeld directions for an
applied ﬁeld of 4.6 kG. Good agreement between measured and simulated curves is
achieved, showing that the polarization plane of the light deﬁnes the direction of the
light induced anisotropy while the light intensity determines its strength.
The experimental data and the simulations described above agree well in the
range of high applied ﬁelds. As the applied ﬁeld H100 decreases, noticeable deviations
between simulations and experiments appear. Firstly, in the low magnetic ﬁeld range,
the magnetization precession frequency deviates from the FMR frequency and changes
from ω1 to ω2 during the precession, see Fig. 6.3. Secondly, the frequency during the
ﬁrst 150 ps, ω1 = 3 GHz, is independent of the applied ﬁeld, within the precision of
the ﬁt. For applied ﬁelds below 1 kG, the precession frequency ω2 appears to be
smaller than ωF M R , (Fig. 6.4), with the diﬀerence becoming stronger as the applied
ﬁeld reduces. A similar behavior was observed for H110 .
However, the proposed model of the light induced anisotropy provides an understanding of the precession excitation process even at low ﬁelds. Right after the laser
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Figure 6.8: Ferromagnetic resonance frequency ωF M R as a function of the uniaxial anisotropy constant KU calculated from the FMR formula [16]. The external
ﬁeld was constant at 0.4 kG applied along the [100] crystallographic direction.

pulse the magnetic moments start to precess around the new eﬀective ﬁeld given by
Eq. (6.5), which decays to its equilibrium value with a characteristic time of τ =20 ps.
Therefore, for low applied ﬁelds, the precession frequency during 3τ is mostly deﬁned
by the internal and light induced anisotropy ﬁelds, which explains the appearance of
the ﬁeld independent frequency ω1 . After this time the precession frequency of the
magnetization can be expected to be equal to the ferrimagnetic resonance frequency
ωF M R . This is, however, not the case: for H100 < 1 kG, the frequency ω2 is lower
than ωF M R , as can be seen from Fig. 6.4. A closer look at the precession at low
ﬁelds excited by light with diﬀerent polarizations, shows that ω2 varies as a function
of ϕ (Fig. 6.6, lower panel) and the minimum and maximum values of ω2 occur for
pump polarizations ϕ = 0, 90◦ and ϕ = 45◦ respectively, pointing to a correlation between this polarization dependence and the previously discussed precession amplitude
dependence on polarization, (see Fig. 6.6, upper panel). Note that ω2 approaches
ωF M R when ϕ = 45◦ , i.e. when the PMA eﬀect is minimal.
Although the observed dependence of the eﬀect on light polarization, described by
the introduction of HL in the model above, suggests an involvement of tetrahedrally
coordinated cobalt ions in the process, HL alone does not explain the frequency devi-
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ation from ωFMR observed at low ﬁelds. However, tetrahedrally coordinated cobalt is
known to be responsible for a growth induced anisotropy in YIG:Co [17]. Therefore,
a light induced excitation of these cobalt sites may lead to a change of the uniaxial
anisotropy. To understand the inﬂuence of a change in the uniaxial anisotropy on
the FMR frequency we performed a simple analysis of the dependence of the FMR
frequency on the strength of the former, based on the Kittel formula [16] as presented
in Section 4.1.2. Fig. 6.8 shows the dependence of the frequency ωFMR on the uniaxial
anisotropy constant for an applied ﬁeld of 0.4 kG. This analysis at a low applied ﬁeld
shows that a change of the uniaxial anisotropy constant KU by a factor of two leads to
noticeable changes in the FMR frequency. On the contrary, at high ﬁelds, (not shown)
there is no signiﬁcant frequency change. Therefore the analysis correctly describes
our experimental observations. We note that in the soft mode range, 1 < H100 < 3
kG, the precession frequency exceeds the calculated FMR frequency, which appears
to be a common feature observed in light induced precession [18, 19] and is likely
related to the inhomogeneous proﬁle of the excitation light pulse.
Dependence on pump Intensity
To further investigate the light induced nature of the eﬀect we studied the dependence
of the amplitude and frequency on pump pulse intensity. Characteristic intensity dependence Faraday rotation curves are shown in Fig. 6.9. The upper panel of Fig. 6.10
shows the dependence of ω2 on intensity for two values of the applied ﬁeld. For a
ﬁeld of 0.4 kG, a decrease in frequency with increasing pump intensity is observed,
accompanied simultaneously by an increase in amplitude (lower panel). Again ω2
approaches ωF M R as the pump intensity approaches zero. i.e. when the light induced
contribution is minimal. As the applied ﬁeld increases, the frequency dependence on
pump intensity becomes less pronounced and disappears at ﬁelds larger than ∼2.5
kG, while the amplitude dependence on intensity remains qualitatively the same.
This dependence of the precession amplitude and frequency on pump polarization
and pump intensity suggests that the observed change in ω2 is photo-induced and
is related to the optical excitation of the magnetization precession. Note that this
observation demonstrates the feasibility of modulating the FMR frequency with the
help of subpicosecond laser pulses.
One might argue that light induced heating can lead to changes in the magnetocrystalline anisotropy constants and, consequently, resulting in the observed frequency variations. In a dichroic material, this eﬀect is indeed dependent on polarization. However, for the pump ﬂuences used in the experiments (below 80 mJ/cm2 ),
the estimated light-induced increase of the temperature is below 10 K, which cannot
account for the observed variation of the FMR frequency, given that no spin reorientation phase transitions were observed in the vicinity of room temperature [20].
Moreover, no signiﬁcant linear dichroism was reported for iron garnets in the optical
range relevant for our measurements. For polarization dependent heating, for ex-
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Figure 6.9: Rotation of the plane of polarization of the probe as a function of the
delay time between pump and probe pulses measured for diﬀerent pump intensities
for an applied ﬁeld of 0.4 kG. All results are obtained at room temperature.

ample, resulting from dichroism, the expected polarization dependence period is 180
degrees. i. e. a minimum and maximum precession amplitude at 0 degrees and 90
degrees, respectively. This is in contrast to our observed minimum and maximum
precession at 45 degrees and 0 degrees, respectively. Thus, polarization dependent
heating cannot be the underlying mechanism for the excitation of magnetization precession and the change in frequency.
The experimental observations and model presented above therefore allow us to
conclude that femtosecond optical excitation of YIG:Co gives rise to a strong nonthermal PMA, which is most noticeable at low applied ﬁelds. For example, at 0.4 kG,
we obtained a deviation angle for the magnetization of 20◦ at a pump intensity of 60
mJ/cm2 , (see the lower panel of Fig. 6.10). This deviation angle exceeds signiﬁcantly
any others reported for non-thermal light induced magnetization precession so far. A
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Figure 6.10: Precession frequency ω2 as a function of pump intensity for applied
ﬁeld values of (i) 2.5 kG , and (ii) 0.4 kG, (upper panel). Precession amplitude as
a function of pump intensity for applied ﬁeld values of (i) 2.5 kG and (ii) 0.4 kG
(lower panel). The corresponding estimated deviation angles of the magnetization
from equilibrium are plotted on the right hand side Y-axis. All results are obtained
at room temperature.

6.3 Results and discussion
further increase in intensity did not lead to any increase in the deviation angle due
to saturation, when all cobalt ions present are involved in absorption. We note that
no optically induced sample damage was observed in the range of intensities used
in our experiments. However, white light generation from the sample is observed at
pump intensities just over 70 mJ/cm2 , indicating the upper limit of suitable intensities. With the role of cobalt identiﬁed, achieving even larger deviation angles and
subsequent magnetization reversal will require samples with a tetrahedral site cobalt
concentration higher than the present.

6.3.3

Spectral dependence of the photo induced eﬀect

To investigate the inﬂuence of the pump photon energy on the light induced anisotropy
at ultrafast time scales, time resolved pump probe experiments were performed for
diﬀerent pump photon energies. Fig. 6.11(a) shows the time evolution of the Faraday
rotation θF for three diﬀerent photon energies measured for an applied magnetic ﬁeld
of 0.2 kG and a pump intensity of 5 mJ/cm2 . As can be seen from Fig. 6.11(b),
the amplitude of precession decreases with increasing pump photon energy. This
decrease in amplitude can result from either the dependence of the sample absorption
on photon energy or the number of photons available during excitation. Absorption
in YIG and in YIG:Co increases [21] with increasing photon energy. One would
therefore expect that if the precession amplitude dependence on photon energy is due
to absorption, then it should increase rather than decrease with increasing photon
energy. The decrease in amplitude can however be understood if one notices that for
the same light intensity, the number of available photons decreases with increasing
energy while the number of light harvesting centers in the sample remains unchanged.
Therefore, it is the decrease in the number of photons upon increase in photon energy
that results in the observed precession amplitude dependence on photon energy.
Accompanying the decrease in amplitude is a simultaneous 50 percent increase
in the precession frequency with increasing photon energy. This correlation between
amplitude and frequency dependence on photon energy is again analogous to the
correlations between amplitude and frequency dependeces on pump polarization and
intensity discussed in Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2. The former further proves that excitation of the magnetization precession is photo-induced.

6.3.4

Temperature dependence of the laser induced magnetization dynamics

To investigate the eﬀect of temperature on the dynamics of the magnetization, we
performed time resolved pump-probe measurements at two diﬀerent sample temperatures and for an applied ﬁeld of 0.43 kG along the [100] crystallographic direction.
Fig. 6.12(a) shows the dependence of the temporal evolution of the Faraday rotation
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Figure 6.11: a) Faraday rotation as a function of time for diﬀerent pump photon
energies. b) The dependence of the precession amplitude and frequency on the
pump photon energy. The applied ﬁeld was 0.2 kG.

of the probe θF on the polarization angle ϕ at T = 140 K. Signiﬁcant diﬀerences are
observed in the dependence of the precession amplitude on the plane of polarization
ϕ for T = 300 K compared to that for T = 140 K. In particular, as it is shown in
Fig. 6.13, the amplitudes of precession for T = 140 K are about 50 percent smaller
as compared to those obtained at T = 300 K. Moreover, the precession amplitude
dependence on polarization at T =140 K is of opposite phase compared to the same
dependence observed at T = 300 K. It is worth noting that, around T = 140 K, the
dependence of the static Faraday rotation amplitude on temperature goes through a
minimum, see Fig. 5.6(c). The previously observed torque magnetometery magnetic
phases shown in Table 5.1 [20] and Fig. 5.4 suggest that the diﬀerence in the dependence of the precession amplitude on ϕ at 140 K when compared to that at 300 K,
results from the reorientation of the sample magnetization from parallel to the [111]
direction at room temperature to the in-plane [110] direction at 140 K. This type of
magnetization reorientation when the sample temperature decreases is not uncommon. Minimization of the thermodynamic potential of the crystal per rare-earth ion
with respect to the unit vector in the direction of the iron moment for a similar garnet
[22], revealed a ﬁrst order transition from the iron moment MFe parallel to < 111 >
directions to MFe parallel to < 110 > as the temperature was decreased.
The diﬀerence in the laser induced magnetization dynamics at low temperature
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Figure 6.12: a) Rotation of the plane of polarization of the probe as a function
of the delay time between pump and probe pulses measured for diﬀerent planes
of polarization of the pump ϕ for an applied ﬁeld of 0.4 kG at T = 140 K. b)
Rotation of the plane of polarization of the probe as a function of the delay time
between pump and probe pulses measured for diﬀerent sample temperatures at
ϕ=50◦ .

compared to that at room temperature in turn indicates that the room temperature
photo induced anisotropy ﬁeld, (i.e its direction and magnitude) discussed in Section 6.3.2 is also diﬀerent at 140 K. Therefore, temperature induced magnetic phase
transitions in combination with laser pulse excitation can oﬀer a possibility to tune the
direction and strength of the photo-induced anisotropy ﬁeld. This will in turn allow
one to either achieve smaller or larger magnetization precession angles as desired.
The eﬀect of varying the sample temperature on the light induced modiﬁcation of
the magnetic anisotropy was further investigated by monitoring the temporal evolution of the Faraday rotation θF for a wider temperature range. Representative curves
for diﬀerent sample temperatures and for ϕ = 50◦ are shown in Fig. 6.12(b). It shows
a gradual change in the amplitude and phase of the precession amplitude as well as
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Figure 6.13: Precession amplitudes as a function of ϕ for T =300 K and T =
140 K. Solid line is a sinusoidal ﬁt.

the frequency as the sample temperature is varied. More interesting is the dependence of the frequency on temperature. As it is shown in Fig. 6.14, for ϕ = 0◦ , the
frequency decreases with decreasing sample temperature with a frequency change of
about 10 GHz observed within a temperature range of about 350 K. One can see that
the temperature dependence of the precession frequency excited by linearly polarized
laser pulses has a similar dependence on temperature as that of the Co2+ contribution ∆K1 to the ﬁrst order magnetocrystalline anisotropy in the single ion anisotropy
approximation [23, 24]. Fig. 6.14 (solid line) shows this dependence of ∆K1 on the
sample temperature calculated from ;
√
√
∆K1 = KT [4f (1/ 3) − 2f (2/ 6)],

(6.6)

where K is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature and
f (µ) = ln cosh (3αλµ/2KT ).

(6.7)

The calculation is obtained for a value of the atomic parameter αλ = 132 cm−1
as in Ref. [23]. The dependence of the cobalt ion contribution to the anisotropy on
temperature qualitatively follows that of the precession frequency dependence on temperature, suggesting that latter is a consequence of the change in magnetic anisotropy

6.4 Conclusions

Figure 6.14: Precession frequency as a function of sample temperature. The
contribution to the change in the ﬁrst order anisotropy constant due to Co2+ as
a function of the sample temperature is plotted on the right hand side Y axis.

resulting from the laser induced changes in the anisotropy contribution from cobalt
ions.

6.4

Conclusions

In conclusion, we showed that a large amplitude magnetization precession is observed
in YIG:Co through excitation by linearly polarized 100 fs laser pulses. The deviation
of the magnetization from its initial equilibrium position achieved is as high as 20◦ .
The estimated strength of the ultrafast light induced anisotropy ﬁeld is a few hundred
Gauss. Moreover, we observed signiﬁcant changes (up to 2 GHz, a 50 percent change
of the initial frequency) of the precession frequency as a consequence of a non-thermal
modiﬁcation of the magnetic anisotropy of the material via a photo induced magnetic
anisotropy (PMA) eﬀect. We further showed that a temperature induced magnetic
phase transition results in a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the magnetization dynamics of
the two magnetic phases with the magnetization precession amplitude at 140 K about
2 times smaller as compared to that at room temperature.
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CHAPTER

7

Laser induced magnetization dynamics in the bilayer structure
cobalt/YIG:cobalt 1

Abstract
We demonstrate experimentally that for a bilayer structure cobalt/cobalt-substituted
yttrium iron garnet (Co/YIG:Co), excitation from either side of the bilayer with femtosecond laser pulses triggers magnetization precession with two distinct frequencies.
The magnetization precession amplitude in the cobalt overlayer and in the garnet are
shown to both depend on the polarization of the exciting light, suggesting a coupling
of the cobalt magnetization to that of the garnet underlayer. This coupling may be
exploited in non-thermally manipulating the magnetization of the cobalt layer.

7.1

Introduction

Switching and manipulation of the magnetization in magnetic materials with the help
of femtosecond laser pulses is of great interest for the further development of magnetic information storage/processing and spintronic devices. First, it eliminates the
need for the generation of magnetic ﬁeld pulses. Secondly it potentially brings the
1 Based on: F. Atoneche, A. M. Kalashnikova, A. V. Kimel, A. Stupakiewicz, A. Maziewski,
A. Kirilyuk, and Th. Rasing, Laser induced magnetization dynamics in the bilayer structure
cobalt/YIG:cobalt (in preparation)
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Figure 7.1: Experimental geometry. x, y and z are parallel to the [100], [010]
and [001] crystallographic directions respectively.

switching speed to the picosecond timescale as has been demonstrated in a gadolinium iron cobalt alloy [1]. In this material, the switching is a combined result of laser
heating of the magnetic system and the strong magnetic ﬁeld created by a circularly
polarized laser pulse as discussed in Section 4.2.2. For applications, the resulting heat
dissipation could considerably limit the repetition rate. Therefore, purely optical
mechanisms resulting in the non-thermal manipulation and control of the magnetization are desired. Non-thermal optical control and even switching of the magnetization has been demonstrated in ferrimagnetic garnet systems via a photo induced
magnetic anisotropy and the inverse Faraday eﬀect [2, 3]. Moreover, a strong light
polarization dependent photo-induced magnetic anisotropy, resulting in large amplitude magnetization precession was observed in cobalt substituted yttrium iron garnet
(YIG:Co) ﬁlms [4]. Non-thermal ultrafast manipulation and control of the magnetization of a ferromagnet can also be achieved by ferromagnetic-antiferromagnetic
heterostructures and/or ferromagnetic-ferrimagnetic garnet bilayers, by making use
of the ultrafast magnetization dynamics of the underlying antiferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic material and the exchange coupling between the two layers. Indeed, recent
results for example in the antiferromagnet NiO [5], have shown that there exists a
coupling with a cobalt layer deposited on top of it. This coupling manifests itself
through a spin reorientation in the NiO, in response to a change in the orientation
of the magnetization of the adjacent ferromagnetic cobalt. In the reverse situation,
the spin reorientation in the antiferromagnet SmFeO3 has been used to change the
magnetization direction in a Co layer on top of it [6]. The latter result demonstrates
the possibility of manipulating the magnetization of a ferromagnetic layer in a het-
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erostructure. However, whether the magnetization of a ferromagnetic metal placed
on top of a garnet layer is coupled to that of the ferrimagnetic garnet and can be
optically manipulated and controlled at ultrafast timescales via the magnetization
dynamics of the garnet is unknown.
The purpose of this chapter is to investigate laser induced spin dynamics in the heterostructure cobalt/YIG:Co with the goal to observe a possible coupling between the
dynamics of the two layers. We show that upon laser excitation of the heterostructure
from either side of the bilayer, two distinct precession frequencies are observed. One is
attributed to the cobalt magnetization precession and the other to that of the garnet.
We also observe a polarization dependent cobalt magnetization precession amplitude
upon excitation of the bilayer from the cobalt side. Possible coupling between Co
and YIG:Co is examined. The chapter is organized as follows: Section 7.2 presents
the sample properties and the experimental methods used. Section 7.3 is devoted to
the experimental data obtained upon excitation of the bilayer with femtosecond laser
pulses including an interpretation of the results and a discussion. Finally a conclusion
and outlook is presented.

7.2

Experiment

The bilayer of a cobalt thin ﬁlm on top of a cobalt-substituted yttrium iron garnet
(YIG:Co) underlayer was fabricated on a gadolinium-gallium-garnet (GGG) substrate
as described in Sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3. A schematic illustration of the sample is
shown in Fig. 5.8(a).
To study the eﬀect of intense sub-picosecond laser pulses on the magnetization of
the bilayer structure, we carried out time resolved measurements at room temperature
using a magneto-optical pump-probe setup [7]. In brief, pump pulses of photon energy
2.01 eV with a duration of 100 fs and a repetition rate of 500 Hz were directed at an
angle of incidence of 10◦ from the sample normal parallel to the [001] crystallographic
axis, while the probe pulses of energy 1.55 eV were incident along the sample normal,
see Fig. 7.1. The pump beam was focused to a spot of about 200 µm in diameter and
the probe spot was about two times smaller. The probe to pump intensity ratio was
about 1:100. The delay time ∆t between the pump and the probe pulses could be
adjusted up to 3 ns with a resolution down to 10 fs. The angle ϕ between the plane of
polarization of the pump pulses and the [100] axis could be varied. Excitation of the
sample by the pump laser pulses was either from the garnet underlayer side (Fig. 7.2)
or from the cobalt top layer (Fig. 7.3). In either case, the Faraday rotation angle θF
or the Kerr rotation θK of the probe pulses as a function of the delay time ∆t was
measured. Both the transient Faraday rotation θF (∆t) and the Kerr rotation θK (∆t)
are proportional to the out-of-plane component Mz (∆t) of the magnetization.
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Figure 7.2: Time resolved Faraday rotation θF as a function of ∆t for diﬀerent
applied ﬁelds (H100 ) upon excitation via the garnet layer. b) Fourier transform
of the time dependent Faraday rotation θF for diﬀerent applied ﬁelds. Arrows
indicate the two modes. The results were obtained for ϕ = 160◦ and a pump
intensity of 5 mJ/cm2 .
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Figure 7.3: a) Time resolved Faraday rotation θF as a function of ∆t for diﬀerent
applied ﬁelds (H100 ) upon excitation via the cobalt layer. b) Fourier transform of
the time dependent Faraday rotation θF for diﬀerent applied ﬁelds. The results
were obtained for ϕ = 40◦ . At this polarization, the precession amplitudes appear
to be larger when compared to those at ϕ=160◦ . The pump intensity was 5
mJ/cm2 .
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Figure 7.4: Precession frequency as a function of the applied ﬁeld H100 for cobalt
magnetization (triangles) and garnet magnetization (squares). Solid and open
symbols represent frequencies obtained upon excitation from the cobalt and from
the garnet side, respectively. The solid line is a ﬁt to Eq. (7.1) while the dashed
line is calculated from Eq. (4.18).

7.3

Results and Discussion

Dependence on applied magnetic ﬁeld
Fig. 7.2(a) shows the Faraday rotation θF of the probe polarization as a function of
the delay between the pump and the probe ∆t for diﬀerent applied magnetic ﬁelds.
Excitation with the pump was through the garnet side. Pronounced oscillations with
a period around 0.3 ns are observed which are modulated by a higher frequency
oscillation. As shown in Fig. 7.2(b), the Fourier transform spectra of the curves in
Fig. 7.2(a) reveal two distinct frequencies ω1 and ω2 . The polarization ϕ of the pump
light was set to 160◦ . At this polarization the two frequencies present in the Faraday
rotation signal are clearly visible. The dependence of the oscillation amplitudes on
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pump polarization will be discussed in a later section.
Upon excitation through the cobalt layer, similar oscillations are observed in the
transient Faraday rotation of the probe polarization. This is shown in Fig. 7.3(a) for
diﬀerent applied magnetic ﬁelds. Fig. 7.3(b) shows the Fourier transform spectra with
two distinct peaks again clearly visible. Fig. 7.4 summarizes the dependence of the
oscillation frequencies on the magnetic ﬁeld applied along the [100] crystallographic
direction, observed upon laser excitation from either side of the bilayer. The frequency
ω1 increases almost linearly with increasing applied ﬁeld. On the contrary, the other
frequency ω2 slightly decreases with increasing ﬁeld, for ﬁelds below 1 kG, and remains
almost unchanged above.
To understand such a behavior of the frequency ω2 , we calculated the ferromagnetic resonance frequency in the garnet ﬁlm using the formula given by Eq. (4.18),
taking into consideration Eqs. (4.19) and (4.20) [8]. As can be seen from Fig. 7.4
(dashed line through the data points of ω2 ), good agreement between ω2 and the
calculated frequency of ferromagnetic resonance in the garnet ﬁlm is observed. The
frequency ω2 corresponds to the precession of the magnetization excited in the garnet
ﬁlm.
In order to identify the other frequency ω1 , we ﬁtted the frequency ω1 dependence
with the Kittel formula for our geometry [9]:
ω=γ

√
(Ha + Hext )(4πMs + Ha + Hext ).

(7.1)

Ha is the anisotropy ﬁeld, ω is the frequency, Hext is the applied ﬁeld and γ =
17.6 × 106 Oe−1 is the gyromagnetic ratio. The saturation magnetization is 4πMs .
The solid line through the data points of ω1 in Fig. 7.4 is the result of the ﬁt of
Eq. (7.1) to the data. The obtained 4πMs = 18 kG from the ﬁt is consistent with
the saturation magnetization of cobalt [10, 11]. The ﬁtted Ha is 0.092 kG. We can
therefore conclude that we observe the excitation of the ferromagnetic resonance in
both the cobalt and in the garnet layer.
To compare the nature of the magnetization precession, while probing in transmission to that when probing in reﬂection, time resolved magneto-optical Kerr eﬀect
(TR-MOKE) measurements were performed on the bilayer structure. The linearly polarized probe beam was allowed to reﬂect from the garnet face, see Fig. 7.5. The Kerr
rotation θK of the probe was measured as a function of the delay time ∆t between
the pump and the probe.
Fig. 7.5(b) shows the Kerr rotation from the garnet face as a function of ∆t for
diﬀerent values of the pump polarization ϕ. As shown in Fig. 7.5(c), the precession
amplitude dependence on ϕ is again sinusoidal, although with a noticeable oﬀset. We
believe that the oﬀset, which may be related to the step at zero time delay observed
in the curves of Fig. 7.5(a) is of an optical origin. i.e., an interference of the pump and
probe beams where they overlap in the sample [12]. Another point worth noting is the
absence of the cobalt magnetization precession frequency at ϕ=160 or 80 degrees for
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Figure 7.5: a) Experimental geometry for Kerr rotation measurements. b) Time
resolved Kerr rotation θK as a function of ∆t for diﬀerent values of the pump
polarization ϕ upon excitation from the garnet face. The curves are shifted in the
vertical direction for clarity. (c) Garnet magnetization precession amplitudes as
a function of ϕ. The applied ﬁeld H100 was 0.15 kG and the pump intensity was
5 mJ/cm2 .

the measurements in reﬂection from the garnet face. This absence proves that only the
magnetization precession contribution from the garnet layer was detected in reﬂection
from the garnet side. Kerr rotation measured from the cobalt surface did not exhibit
any noticeable precessional magnetization dynamics because of a gold capping layer.
In reﬂection measurements, the reﬂected beam is dominated by reﬂection from the
gold-cobalt interface.

Dependence on pump polarization
To further investigate the eﬀect of light on the observed precessions, we studied the
dependence of the precessions excited from either side of the bilayer structure on
pump polarization. Figs. 7.6(a,b) show the Faraday rotation θF of the probe as a
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Figure 7.6: Time resolved Faraday rotation θF of the probe as a function of
∆t for diﬀerent polarizations ϕ of the pump when excitation is done via a) the
garnet side. b) the cobalt side. The applied ﬁeld H100 was 0.15 kG and the pump
intensity was 5 mJ/cm2 .

function of ∆t for diﬀerent values of ϕ and when excitation is from (a) the garnet face
and (b) the cobalt face (see the corresponding measurement geometries in Figs. 7.7).
As seen in Fig. 7.6(a) the dynamics of the magnetization changes signiﬁcantly with
ϕ. A clear sinusoidal garnet magnetization precession amplitude dependence on ϕ
is observed as shown in Fig. 7.7(a). This is consistent with an optically induced
anisotropy change in the garnet underlayer (see Ref. [4]). In fact, excitation of the
bilayer with linearly polarized 100 fs laser pulses triggers a magnetization precession in
the garnet layer via a photo-induced change of the magnetic anisotropy of the garnet
underlayer, resulting in a photo-induced anisotropy ﬁeld whose direction and strength
are determined by the polarization and intensity of the exciting light respectively. The
light-induced anisotropy ﬁeld strength in the garnet was estimated to be 250 Gauss
for a pump intensity of 25 mJ/cm2 [4]. For the 5 mJ/cm2 pump intensity used
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Figure 7.7: (a) Garnet magnetization precession amplitude and (b) cobalt magnetization precession amplitude as a function of pump polarization ϕ. The error
bars represent standard parameter errors obtained by least square ﬁtting of an
exponentially decaying sinusoidal function to the data. The sines are best ﬁts to
the data. The measurement geometries are also shown on top of each plot.

in the experiments for the bilayer structure, the estimated light induced anisotropy
ﬁeld from the garnet side is about 50 gauss. Note that the garnet magnetization
precession amplitude dependence on ϕ was determined to be sinusoidal. It is worth
noting that, the garnet magnetization precession amplitude always dominates that
of the cobalt. However, at the pump polarization setting (ϕ = 160◦ or 80◦ ) where
the garnet magnetization precession amplitude is almost zero, (see Figs. 7.6(a) and
7.7(a)), the cobalt magnetization precession frequency becomes clearly visible as was
shown in Fig. 7.2(a) for ϕ = 160◦ .
On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 7.6(b), the dependence of the cobalt precession amplitude on ϕ is much weaker when excitation is from the cobalt face. However,
a careful analysis of the precession amplitudes reveals a sinusoidal dependence on ϕ,
albeit with a large oﬀset (see Fig. 7.7(b)). It is though surprising that the cobalt
magnetization precession amplitude, upon excitation from the cobalt face of the bi-
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layer and probing in transmission, also depends on ϕ as shown in Fig. 7.7. Indeed,
this cobalt magnetization precession amplitude dependence on ϕ suggests that there
is a coupling of the magnetization of the cobalt ﬁlm to that of the underlayer ferrimagnetic garnet and that excitation of the cobalt magnetization precession is via
the garnet. This coupling allows the cobalt magnetization dynamics to follow that
of the excited underlayer garnet as indicated by the qualitatively similar polarization
dependencies shown in Figs. 7.7(a) and (b). Such an interlayer exchange coupling
has been reported in similar metallic/ferrimagnetic garnet heterostructure systems
[13–15].

7.4

Conclusions and outlook

To conclude, we investigated the ultrafast magnetization dynamics of a Co/YIG:Co
garnet heterostructure. We showed that irrespective of the excitation face, two distinct precession frequencies were observed in the Faraday rotation signal. The precession amplitudes depended on pump polarization when the measurements were performed in transmission. The similar sinusoidal dependences of the cobalt and garnet
magnetization precession amplitudes on polarization allow us to conclude that the
cobalt magnetization is coupled to that of the underlayer garnet and that excitation
of the precession is via the garnet. Probing in reﬂection, the dependence of the precession amplitude on pump polarization was observed only for the garnet magnetization
precession amplitude.
The experimental studies and analysis as demonstrated show the possibility of nonthermally exciting, manipulating and controlling the magnetization of a ferromagnetic
metal layer at ultrafast timescales via the ultrafast magnetization dynamics of a garnet
underlayer. Although the magnetization precession frequency in cobalt deposited on
the garnet is comparable to that for single cobalt ﬁlms, the anisotropy of a cobalt ﬁlm
is known to aﬀect the magnetization precession frequency in cobalt. Therefore, cobalt
ﬁlms grown on the garnet with diﬀerent thicknesses and hence diﬀerent magnetic
anisotropies could be investigated further.
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Summary and outlook
Summary
In this thesis two topics are treated that address two fundamental challenges of the
magnetic data storage industry, characterized by the words “smaller ” and “faster”:
laser focusing of atoms for nanofabrication of a patterned magnetic array and laser
induced ultrafast magnetization dynamics. “Smaller” refers to the continuous shrinking of the magnetic recording unit (domain) and the associated diﬃculties, in order to
increase the areal density of magnetic recording while, “faster” refers to the challenge
of increasing the read/write speed of information.
The ﬁrst part starts with an introduction to the principles of laser focused nanodeposition and the forces that act on an atom in a laser ﬁeld. In Chap. 3, we utilized the
simultaneous deposition of chromium and cobalt atoms through a spatially varying
optical potential (for Cr) to create a concentration modulated alloy structure on a
silicon substrate. Such a technique oﬀers the advantage of one-step, massive parallel
patterning, as opposed to multi-stage serial patterning techniques such as electron
beam- and/or Nano-imprint lithography. During the deposition, selective manipulation of chromium was achieved by using a laser wavelength (of 425.55 nm) that is near
resonant with the 52 Cr transition 7 S3 → 7 P40 while Co was uniformly deposited. Because the magnetic properties of Co-Cr strongly depend on the Cr concentration, and
by carefully selecting the concentration in the starting alloy material, this resulted
in a uniform array of nanolines with periodically varying magnetic properties. The
period was 212.8 nm and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) was 90 nm. Measurements revealed a magnetic anisotropy along the lines and a vanishing saturation
magnetization perpendicular to the lines.
In the second part, the physics of the various phenomena involved in the study of
magnetization dynamics was presented and the fundamental concepts of light induced
magnetization dynamics were introduced in Chap. 4.. In Chap. 5, a description of the
samples and the experimental techniques used for the investigation of magnetization
dynamics was presented. In Chap. 6, we showed that a large amplitude magnetization
precession is observed in YIG:Co (cobalt-doped Yttrium Iron garnet) through excitation by linearly polarized laser pulses. The achieved deviation of the magnetization
from its initial equilibrium position was as high as 20◦ . The estimated strength of
the ultrafast light induced anisotropy ﬁeld is a few hundred gauss. We also observed
signiﬁcant changes (up to 2 GHz, a 50 percent change of the initial frequency) of the
precession frequency as a consequence of a non-thermal modiﬁcation of the magnetic
anisotropy of the material via a photo induced magnetic anisotropy (PMA) eﬀect.
We further showed that a temperature induced magnetic phase transition results in
a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the magnetization dynamics of the two magnetic phases,
with the magnetization precession amplitude at 140 K about 2 times smaller when
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compared to that at room temperature.
In Chap. 7 we investigated the ultrafast magnetization dynamics of a Co/YIG:Co
garnet heterostructure. We showed that irrespective of the excitation face (the cobalt
or garnet side), two distinct precession frequencies were observed in the Faraday
rotation signal. The precession amplitudes depended on pump polarization when
the measurements were performed in transmission. We also argued that the cobalt
magnetization is coupled to that of the garnet underlayer and that excitation of the
precession was via the garnet.

Outlook
Laser focusing of atoms for nanofabrication is a truly versatile tool for the patterning
of highly periodic magnetic structures on a surface, as demonstrated in the experiments in the ﬁrst part of this thesis where one dimensional magnetic nanolines were
grown from an alloy material. For industrial scale depositions, the technique will not
be able to compete with other existing nanofabrication methods today. Nevertheless,
for fundamental research, it is a unique and interesting method to pattern even two
dimensional nanostructures of a magnetic alloy.
For possible applications of laser induced ultrafast magnetization dynamics, more
experiments should be and can be performed. Because the photo-induced anisotropy
eﬀect appears to saturate at about 70 mJ/cm2 , when all cobalt ions are involved
in absorption, further investigation of the strength of the eﬀect for larger cobalt
concentrations in YIG:Co could allow one to obtain rotation angles larger than 20
degrees or even switching. For the further development of optical manipulation of
magnetism via magnetic anisotropy, more research, in particular into new materials
(combinations) will be needed.

Samenvatting en Vooruitzicht
Samenvatting
In dit proefschrift worden twee onderwerpen behandeld die betrekking hebben op
twee fundamentele uitdagingen van de magnetische data-opslag industrie, welke worden gekenmerkt door de woorden “kleiner” en “sneller”: laser-focusering van atomen
voor nanofabricage van een patroon van magnetische lijntjes en ultrasnelle lasergeı̈nduceerde magnetisatie dynamika. “Kleiner” verwijst naar het alsmaar kleiner
worden van de magnetische bits(domeinen) en de daarmee samenhangende problemen, om de magnetische opslag capaciteit te verhogen, terwijl “sneller” verwijst naar
de uitdaging om de lees/schrijf snelheid van informatieverwerking te verhogen.
Het eerste deel begint met een inleiding over de beginselen van laser gefocuseerde
nanodepositie en de krachten die op een atoom in een laser veld werken. In hoofdstuk 3 hebben wij gebruik gemaakt van de gelijktijdige depositie van chroom en kobalt
atomen door een ruimtelijk varierende optische potentiaal (voor Cr) om een lijntjes
structuur van een concentratie gemoduleerde metaallegering op een silicium substraat
te maken. De laserfocuseringstechniek biedt het voordeel van een enkele stap, massief
parallelle methode om een nanopatroon te maken in tegenstelling tot de seriële, veelstaps fabricage technieken zoals elektronen straal en/of nano-imprint lithograﬁe. Tijdens de depositie, wordt een selectieve manipulatie van chroom atomen bereikt met
behulp van een laser golﬂengte (van 425,55 nm) welke in resonantie is met de 52 Cr
overgang 7 S3 → 7 P40 , terwijl tegelijkertijd Co gelijkmatig wordt afgezet. Omdat de
magnetische eigenschappen van Co-Cr sterk afhankelijk zijn van de Cr-concentratie,
en door het zorgvuldig selecteren van de concentratie in het uitgangs metaallegering
materiaal, resulteerde dit in een uniforme reeks van nanolijntjes met periodiek wisselende magnetische eigenschappen. De periode was 212,8 nm en de volle breedte op
halve hoogte 90 nm. Uit metingen bleek een magnetische anisotropie langs de lijnen
en een verdwijning van de verzadigingsmagnetisatie loodrecht op de lijnen.
In het tweede deel, wordt eerst in hoofdstuk 4 de fysica van de relevante verschijnselen, voor de studie van magnetisatie dynamika en de fundamentele concepten van
licht geı̈nduceerde magnetisatie dynamika geintroduceerd. In hoofdstuk 5 worden de
preparaten en de experimentele technieken die gebruikt worden voor het onderzoek
aan de magnetisatie dynamika gepresenteerd. In hoofdstuk 6 toonden we aan dat
een magnetisatie precessie met zeer grote amplitude wordt waargenomen in YIG: Co
(met Co gedoteerd itrium ijzer granaat) via excitatie met lineair gepolariseerde laser
pulsen. De uitwijking van de magnetisatie van zijn oorspronkelijke evenwichtspositie
was maximaal 20◦ . De geschatte sterkte van het door ultrasnelle licht pulsen geinduceerde anisotropie veld was een paar honderd Gauss. We hebben ook signiﬁcante
veranderingen (tot 2 GHz, een 50 procent verandering van de oorspronkelijke frequentie) van de precessie frequentie waargenomen als gevolg van een niet-thermische
laser geı̈nduceerde verandering van de magnetische anisotropie. Wij hebben verder
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aangetoond, dat een temperatuur geı̈nduceerde magnetische fase-overgang resulteert
in een groot verschil in de dynamika van de magnetisatie in de twee magnetische fasen
waarbij de magnetisatie precessie amplitude bij 140 K ongeveer 2 keer kleiner is dan
die bij kamer temperatuur.
In hoofdstuk 7 onderzochten we de ultrasnelle magnetisatie dynamika van een
Co/YIG: Co granaat heterostructuur. Wij hebben aangetoond dat, onafhankelijk
vanaf welke kant de excitatie plaatsvindt, twee verschillende precessie frequenties
worden waargenomen in het Faraday rotatie signaal. De precessie amplitudes waren
afhankelijk van de pomp polarisatie wanneer de metingen worden uitgevoerd in transmissie. We concludeerden dat de kobalt-magnetisatie gekoppeld was aan die van de
onderliggende granaat ﬁlm en dat de excitatie van de precessie plaatsvond via de
granaat.

Vooruitzicht
Laser focusering van atomen voor nanofabricage is een zeer veelzijdig instrument
voor de vorming van zeer regelmatige magnetische structuren op een oppervlak, zoals
aangetoond in de experimenten in het eerste deel van dit proefschrift, waar eendimensionale magnetische nanodraden gegroeid werden van een magnetische legering.
Voor industriële schaal deposities, zal de techniek niet in staat zijn te concurreren met
andere bestaande nanofabricage methoden. Niettemin, voor fundamenteel onderzoek,
is het een unieke en interessante methode om zelfs twee dimensionale nanostructuren
van een magnetische legering te maken.
Voor eventuele toepassingen meer onderzoek van licht-geinduceerde ultrasnelle
magnetisatie dynamika, moeten en kunnen nog veel meer experimenten worden uitgevoerd. Omdat het laser-geı̈nduceerde anisotropie eﬀekt bij ongeveer 70 mJ/cm2 lijkt
te zijn verzadigd, wanneer alle kobalt ionen zijn geexciteerd, kunnen grotere kobalt
concentraties in YIG: Co waarschijnlijk leiden tot het bereiken van rotatiehoeken
groter dan 20 graden. Het uiteindelijk doel is het bereiken van optisch geinduceerde
ompoling. Voor de verdere ontwikkeling van optische manipulatie van magnetisme
via magnetische anisotropie, zal meer onderzoek, met name aan nieuwe materialen
(of combinaties van) nodig zijn.
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